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ABSTRACT OP THE PLAN:

This Watershed Plan-Environmental Assessment is to improve
the surface and groundwate r quality by reducing the
agricultural contribution of heavy metals, salts, sediment,
and nitrate contamination . This will be accomplished
through accelerated technical and financial assistance for
the installation of on-farm land treatment measures . The
measures a r e to reduce contaminants in the groundwater,
surface water, and the Arkansas River to an acceptable level
and protect the soil resource base from excessive irrigation
induced erosion.
Re.pon.ible Agency:

USDA Na tural Resources Conservation ServiCe
Title of Propo.ed Action:

PL 83-566 Watershed Plan-Environmental Assessment
Li mestone-Graveyard Creeks Watershed Project
Locationl

Bent and Prowers Counties, Colorado
Por Further Information Contactl

Duane L . J ohnson, State Conservationist
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
655 Parfet Street, Room E200C
Lakewood, CO 80215-5517
Phone: (303)236-2886
Plan Statu.:
FINAL PLAN

ii

between the
Bent Soil Con.ervation Di.trict
Prower. Soil Con.ervation Di.trict
Colorado State Soil Con.ervation Board
Port Lyon Canal Company

State of Colorado
and the
Natural Re.ource. Con.ervation Service
united State. Department of Agriculture
(referred to herein a. NRCS)
Whereas, application has heretofore been made to the
Secretary of Agriculture by the sponsors for assist ance in
prepa ing a plan for works of improvement for the LimestoneGrayeyard Creeks Watershed, State of Colorado, under the
authority of the Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention
Act (16 U.S.C .. 10001-1008); and
Whereas, the responsibility for administration of the
Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act, as amended,
has been assigned by the Secretary of Agriculture to NRCS;
and
Whereas, there has been developed through the cooperative
efforts of the sponsors and NRCS a plan for works of
improvement for the Limestone-Grayeyard Creeks Watershed,
State of Colorado, hereinafter referred to as the Watershed
Plan-Environmental Assessment, which plan is annexed to and
made a part of this agreement;
Now, therefore, in view of the foregoing considerations, the
Secretary of Agr iculture, through NRCS, and the sponsors
hereby agree on this plan and that the works of improvement
for this project will be installed, operated, and maintained
in accordance with the terms, condit ions, and stipulations
provided for in this watershed plan and including the
following:
1. Cost-sharing rate for the establishment of enduring
l and treatment practices is 50 percent of the average cost
of installing the enduring practices in the selected plan
for the evaluation unit. Cost-sharing rate for the erosion
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control practice (polyacrylamide ) will be 50\ of the actual
cost not co exceed 50\ of the specified maximum of $30/Ac .
The estimated total financial assistance cost for enduring
and polyacrylamide practices is $1,834,3 00.
2 . The NRCS will assist the sponsors in providing
technical assistance to landowners or operators to plan and
install land treatment practices shown in the plan.
Percentages of technical assistance cos ts to be borne by the
sponsors and NRCS are as follows:
.
Works of improvement Sponsors
NRCS Estimated technical
assis t ance costs
(\)

Land treatment practices

(\)

0

($)

100

1,050,200

3. The sponsors will obtain applicat i ons from owners of
not less than 30 percent of the land in the problem area,
indicating that they will carry out the planned land
treatment meas ures. These applications will be obtained
before the first long-term land treatment contract is
executed .
4. The sponsors will obtain agreements with landowners or
operators to operate and maintain the land treatment
practices for the protection and improvement of the
watershed.
5 . The sponsors and NR~S will each bear the cost of
pr ojec t administration that each incurs, estimated to be
$30,000 and $172,000, respectively.
6 . The cos t of relocation payments in connection with the
displacements under the Uniform Act will be shared by the
sponsors and NRCS as follows:

Relocation
Payments

Sponsor

NRCS

Estimated relocaiion
payment costs
$

42 . 7

57.3

o

7 . The s ponsors will acquire , or ensure that the landowners
or water users have acquired, such rights pursuant to State
law as may be needed for the installation and operat i on of
t he works of improvement .
1 Investigat i on of the watershed project area indicates
that no displacements will be involved under present
conditions. However, in the event that displacement becomes
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necessary at a later date, the cost of reloca t ~ on assistance
and payments will be cost shared in accordance with the
percentages shown .
8. The costs shown in this p l an are preliminary estimates.
Final costs to be borne by the parties here t o, will be the
average costs incurr ed in the installation of works of
improvement or an approved variation .
9. This agreement is not a fund-obligating document .
Financ ial and other assistance to be furnished by NRCS in
carrying out the plan is contingent upon the fulfillment of
applicable laws and regulations and the availability of
appropriations for this ~urpose.
10. A separate agreement will be entered into between NRCS
and sponsors before either party initiates work involvi ng
fu nds of the othe r party. Suc h agreements will set for t h in
detail the financial and working arrangements and other
conditions that are applicable to the specific works of
improvement.
11. This plan may be amended or revised only by mutual
agreement of the parties hereto, except that NRCS may
deauthorize or terminate funding at any time it determines
that the sponsor has failed to comply wi t h the conditions of
this agreement. In t his case, NRCS shall promptly notify
the spon sor in writing of the determination and the reasons
for the deauthorization of project funding, together wi t h
the effective date. Payments made to the sponsor or
recoveries by NRCS shall be in accord with the legal rights
and liabilities of the parties when project funding has been
deauthorized . An amendment t o incorporate changes affec t i ng
a spec ific measure may be made by mutual agreement between
NRCS and the sponsor(s) having specific responsibilities for
the measure involved .
12. No member of or delegate to Congress, or resident
commissioner, shall be admitted to any share or part of this
plan, or to any benefi t that may arise therefrom; but this
provis i on shall not be construed to extend to this agreement
i f made wi t h a corporation for its gene ral benefit .
13. The program conducted will be in complia nce with the
nondiscr imination provisions as contained in Titles VI and
VII of t he Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, the Civil
Righ ' s Restoration Act of 1987 (Public Law 100-259) and
other nondiscrimination statutes, name l y, Section 504 of the
Re habilitation Act of 1973, Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, and
i n a ccordance wi th regulations of the Secretary of
Agriculture (7 FR . 15 , Subparts A & B), which provide that
no person in the United States shall , on the grounds of
race, col or , national ori gin, age , sex, religion, marital
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status, or handicap be excluded f r om participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjecte d t o
discrimination under any program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance from the Department of
Agri cult re or any agency thereof.
14. Certification Regarding Drug-Pree Workplace
Requirement. (7 CPR 3017.Subpart P.)

By signing thi s watershed agreement, the sponsors are
providing the certification set out below. If i t is later
determined that the sponsors knowingly rendered a false
certification, or otherwise violated the requirements of the
Drug-Free Workplace Act, the NRCS, in addition t o any other
remedies avai lable to the Federal Government , may take
action authorized under the Drug-Free Workplace Act .

Controlled subs t ance means a controlled substance in
Schedules I through V of the Controlled Substances Act (21
U.S.C. 812) and as further defined by regulation (21 CFR
1308.11 through 1308.15) ;
Convicti on means a finding of (including a plea of nolo
cont endere) or imposition of sentence, or both, by any
judicial body charged with the responsibility to determine
v i olations of the Federal or State criminal drug statues;
Criminal drug statute means a Federal or non-Federal
criminal statute involving the manufacturing, distribution ,
dispensing, use, or possession of any controlled substance ;
Employee means the empl oyee of a grantee directly
engaged in the performance of work under a grant, including :
(i) all direct charge employees; (ii) all indirect charge
employees unless their impact or involvement is
insigni ficant to the performance of t~e grant; and (iii)
temporary personnel and consultants who are directly engaged
in the performance of work under the grant and who are on
the grantee ' s payroll . This definition doe s not include
workers not on the payroll of the grantee (e . g., volunteers,
even i f used to meet a matching requirement; consultants or
i ndependent contractors not on the grantees' payroll ; or
emplo~ee s of s ubrec i pients or subcontractors in covered
workpl a ces) .
Certi f i cationr

A.
conti~ue

The s ponsors certify that they will or wi l l
to provi de a drug-free workplace by:

(1) Publishing a statement notifying employe es that the
unl awf ul manufacture , distribution, dispensing, possession ,
or us e of a controlled substance i s prohibited i n the
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gran ee's workplace and specifying the actions that will be
taken against employees for violation of such prohibition;
(2) Establishing an ongoing drug-free awareness
program to inform employees about (a) The danger of drug abuse in t he workplace;
(b ) The grantee's policy of maintaining a drugfree workplac e;
(c) Any available drug counseling, rehabilitation,
and employee assistance programs; and
(d ) The penalties that may be imposed upon for
drug abuse violations occurring in the workplace
(3) Making it a requirement that each employee to be
engaged i n the performance of the grant be given a copy of
t he stateme t requi r ed by paragraph (1);
(4) Notifying the employee in the statement required
by paragraph (1) that, as a condition vf employment under
the grant, the employee will (a) Abide by the terms of the statement; and
(b) Notify the employer in writing of hi s or her
convi ction for a violation of a criminal drug statue
o ccurring in the workplace no later than five calendar da ys
a ft er such conviction;
(5) Notifying the NRCS in writing, within ten calendar
days after receiving notice under paragraph (4) (b) from an
employee or otherwise receiving actual notice of such
conviction. Employers of convicted employees must providp
notice, including position title, to every grant officer ) r
other designee on whose grant activity the convicted
employee was working, unless the Federal agency has
designated a central point for the receipt of such notices .
Notice shall include the identification number(s) of each
affected grant;
(6) Taking one of the following actions, within 30
calendar days of receiving notice under paragraph (4) (b) ,
with respect to any employee who is so convicted (a) Taking appropriate personnel action against
such an employee, up to and including termination,
consistent with the requirements of the Rehabilitation Act
o f 1973, as amended; or
(b) Requ i ing such employee to participate
s a ti sfactorily in a drug abuse assistance or rehabilitation
p r ogram approved for such purposes by a Federal, Sta te, or
local health, law nforcement , or other appropriate agency.
(7 ) Making a good faith effort to continue to maintain
a drug-f ree workplace through implementation of paragraphs
(1), ( 2 ), ( 3 ) , (4), ( 5), and ( 6 )
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B. The sponsors may provide a list of the site(s) for
the performance of work done in connection with a specif~c
project or other ag e~rnent.
C. Agencies shall keep the original of all disclosure
report s in the official files of the agency .
15.

Certification Regarding Lobbying (7 CPR 3018)
(applicable if thi. agreement exceed. $100,000).

(1) The sponsors certify to the best of their knowledge
and belief, that:
(a) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid
or will be paid, by or on behalf of the sponsors, to any
person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer
or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress in
connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, the
making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan,
the entering into of any cooperative agreement, and the
extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, or modification
of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative
agreement.
(b) If any funds other than Federal appropriated
funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for
influencing or attempting to influence an officer or
employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or
employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress
in connection wi t h the awarding of any Federal contract, the
making of any Fede ral grant, the making of any Federal loan,
modification of any Federal contr act, grant, loan, or
cooperative agreement.
(c) The sponsors shall require that the language
of this certification be included in the award documents for
all subawards at all tiers (including subcontracts,
subgrants, and contracts under grants, loans, and
cooperative agreements) and that all subrecipients shall
certify and disclose accordingly.
(2) This certificat i on is a material representation of
fact upon which re l iance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered into. Submission of this certification
is a prerequisite for making or entering into this
transaction imposed by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code.
Any person who fails to file the required certification
shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000
and not more than $100,000 for each such failure.
16. Certification Regarding Dabaraent, Su.pen.ion, aDd
Other Re~n.ibility Natter. - Primary Covered TraD.action.
(7 CPR 3017).
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(1) The sponsors certify to the hest of their knowledge
and belief, that they and their principals:
(a) Are not presently debarred, suspended,
proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily
excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department
or agency.
(b) Have not within a three-year period preceding
this proposal been convicted of or had a civil judgment
rendered against them for commi9sion of fraud or a criminal
offense in cOllnection with obtaining, attemptin~ to obtain,
or performing a public (Federal, State , or local)
transaction or c ontract under a public transaction;
violati on of Federal or State antitrust statutes, or
receiving stolen property;
(c) Are not presently indicted for or otherwise
criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity
(Federal, State or local) with commission of any of the
offenses enumerated in paragraph (1) (b) of this
certification; and
(d) Have not within a three-year period preceding
this application/proposal had one or more public
transactions (Federal, State, or local) termi nated for cause
or default.
(2) Where the primary sponsors are unable to certify ~o
any of the statements in this certification, such
p r ospective participant shall attach an explanation to this
agreement.
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BY: cL~,

Bent Soil Conservation District
Bent Counly Agricultural Building
760 Bent Avenue
Las Animas, CO 81054-1 730

Lorraine Schleiniltg
President

Date: October 17, 1996
The signing of this plan was auttlorized by a resolution of the g0llemir.g body of
the Bent Soil Conservation Dis\l'ict adopted at a meeting held onJwW '; &f4

,d~W~)

Bent Soil Conservation District
Bent County Agricultural Building
760 Bent Avenue
Las Animas, CO 131054-1730

Lela Watkins, Secretl ry
Date: October 17, 1996

Prowera Soil Conservation District
3503 South Main Street
Lamar, CO 81052

By:

~z{2~~~d~.4.:::::)=---
Paul Pierson
President

Date: October 17,1996
The signing of this plan was authorized by a resolution of the goveming body of
the Prowers Soil Conservation District adopted at a meeting held on Nov . 14. 1996 .

Prowers Soil Conservation District
3503 South Main Street
Lamar, CO 81052
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By: -

Fort Lyon Canal Company
P.O. Box 231
las Animas, CO 81054

~~~~~~~-------

Date: October 17, 1996
The signing of this plan was authorized by a resolution of the governing body of
the Fort lye.. .. :anal Company adopted at a meeting held on '-(/ttl). 12; /~Jt1,

C?c:4A C~
r·

Robert Reed, Jr., Secretary
Date: October 17, 1996

Colorado State Soil Conservation Board
219 Cent.!nnial Building,
1313 Sherman Street
Denver, CO 80203

Fort lyon Canal Company
P.O. Box 231
las Animas, CO 81054

By:

IJ"

I O.

Daniel O. Parker
Director

J:? ...-c.5

Date: October 17, 1996
The signing of this plan was authorized by a resolution of the governing body of
the Colorado State Soil Conservation Board adopted at a meeting held on
November 19,

19~6

CO State Conservation Board
219 Centennial Building,
1313 Sherman Street
Denver, CO 80203

Don Hardin, Board Member
Date: October 17, 1996
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Natural Resources Conservation Service
United States Department of Agriculture
Approved by:

ne l. Johnson
State Conservationist
Date: October 17, 1996
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for
Lim•• ton.- ~raveyard Cr ••k. Wat.r.h.d
Colorado
Summary of Wat.rsh.d Plan

Pr oject Name :

Limestone-Graveyard Cr eeks
Watershed

C unt y :

Bent,

State :

Colorado

Sponsors :

Bent Soil Conservat ion District, Prowers Soil
Conservation District , Colorado State Soi l
Conservation Board, Fort Lyon Canal Company

Descri ption of

Pro~ers

Recommended Plan :

The r ecommended plan is composed of management and enduring
conservation pr ~ ctices. The management and enduring practices
a r e to reduce deep percol ation, runoff and irrigation induced
erosion which will improve water quality of both surface and
groundwater , the Arkansas River, . s wel l as protect the resource
base .
Resource Information :
Size of watershed (acres)
Land cover - Total cropl and
Rangeland (acres)
Fores t land (acrea)
Miscellaneous (acres )

(a~~ ~ ~l

59,250
44,500
14 , 050
700

La d owaership- Private (t)
State -Local (t )

98
2

Number of Farms
Ave r age farm size (acres)
Pri me and important farmland (acres)
Number of minority farmers
Number o f l imited resources farmers

1

166
360

44 , 500
43
27

Project Beneficiary Profile:
The economy of the watershed is based on irrigated g r icultu ~e.
The 1989 per capita income for the area was $9 , 500 , whereas the
Colorado per capita inco~e was $14 , 800 for the same period . The
popu lation within the watershed is 74 \ White, 24\ Hispanic , and
2\ other with an average age of 34. The average age of a
Colorado res i dent is 29 . The August 1996 unemployment rate for
Bent and Prowers , CO was 3.5\ whi ch compar~ s with 3.5\ for
Colorado. The me dian house value for the watershed is $32,700
compared to the state median value of $82,700.
Wetlands:

Type I
Type I II
~e V

~e

VI/VII

-

less than
90 Ac.
approximately
844 Ac.
73 Ac.
approximately
approximately 2,300 Ac.

Nearly all the wetlands are along the Arkansas River, t he creeks ,
and drains . There will be no net loss of wetland values .
Plood Plains:

The floodplain along the Arkansas River
will not be significantly affec t ed by the
project.

Hi ghly erodible cropland:

There are 44 , 500 acres of HEL
lands in the watershed .

Endangered Species - known range for the following :
Black-Footed Ferret,
Bald Eagle, Whooping Crane
Piping Plover, Least Tern
Eskimo Curlew
Cultural &esources
Sites*
1 . Sant a Fe Trail; Eligible fo r NRHP
2 . Wes t Bent Signatu re; Eligible for NRHP
3 . Rock Art; Eligible for NRHP
4 . Bents New Fort ; Eligible fo r NRHP
5 . Fort Wise ; Eligible for NRHP
6 . Prowers Bridge 4A ; on HRHP Register
*None a re in the i rrigated area that work is anticipated.
Problem I dentification
Major p r obl ems i dent ifed in the watershed are : poor water qua l ity
in the Arkansas River as well as in surface and groundwater in
t he watershed , p oor irrigation wat er management , and exc essive
irrigation i ndu ced erosion to the irri ga ted cropland .
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Alternative plan. con.idered

1.
2.
3.

Future without - no action
Management practices
Management practices plus enduring irrigation
systems improvements.

Other alternatives considered, but did not adequately ~ddress
problems, included:
a.) canal lining
b.) ~ hange from surface systems to center pivots
c.) purchase of irrigation rights from land owners
Project Purpo.e.

The primary purposes are (1) (agricultural water management) reduce negative water quality impacts to surface and groundwater,
including the Arkansas River from seleniu , sediment, salts and
nitrate loading; (2) (agriculture wa cer management) - improve
application uniformity; (3) (watershed protection) - protect the
soil resource base from excessive irrigation induced erosion and
sedimentation.
Principal Project Mea.ure.,

It is expected that 108 long-te~ land treatment contracts will
be written during the project's life. Approximately 26,700 acres
will be treated through project action .
Practices to be installed for this project action include :
26,700 acres with irrigation water management,
nutrient and pest management.
8,800 acres of conservation tillage, crop residue use &
polyacrylamides
149,610 ft. of ditch lining
213,710 ft. of pipelines
3,300 ac. of land leveling
48 water control structures
56 appurtenant structures
10 mUltipurpose mi tigation ponds
20 acres of wetland habitat development
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PROJBCT COSTS

,

PL-566 Fund.
$
Nanagaent PractIce.
0
Irrigation Water
Management
Nutrient Managemen
0
0
Conservation
Tillage & Crop Residue Use
0
Pest Management
37,500
Polyacrylamide

,

Other Fund.
$

Total

$

,

0

106,800

100

106,800

100

0
C

5 3 ,400
58,100

100
100

53,400
58,100

100
100

0
50

186,900
37,500

100
50

186,900
75,000

100
100

598,400

50

598,400

50

1,196,800

100

619,800

50

619,800

50

1,239,800

100

268,800
23,000

50
50

268,800
23,000

50
50

537,600
46,000

100
100

270,300

50

270,300

50

540,600

1 00

16,500

50

16,500

50

33,000

100

Technical A•• i.tance
Adaini.trative Co.t.

1,050,200
172 , 000

0
85

0
30,000

0
15

1,050,200
202,000

100
100

1'otal Costs

3,056,000

Enduring Practice.
Ditch Lining
(concrete)
Pipeline
Systems
Land Leveling
Water Control
Structures
Appurtenant
Structures
Mitigation costs

2,269,500

;(

5,326,000

Projeat Benefit.
There will be a 32\ decrease in nitrate loading to the
groundwater in the watershed area.
Increasing Selenium levels (19.7 micrograms/liter) in the
Arkansas River at the Lamar gaging station will be reduced
by 17\ and meet EPA and State standards .
Present salt loading from the watershed to the Arkansas River
of 116,000 tons/yr will be reduced 30\ .
Ur3nium concentration at the Lamar gaging station will be
reduced by .4ug/l in the Arkansas River
Irrigation induced erosion on 8,800 acres averaging 42T/ac/yr
will be reduced by 88\ to an acceptable level.
Wetland and fisher i es will be enhanced due to reduced heavy
metal loading.
Reduced sediment to creeks, drains and the Arkansas River.
Other Impact.
Land use changes (acres ) -NONE
Bnviroamental value. changed or lo.tl
Wetlands and fisheries will be improved due to better water
quality from reduced heavy metals, nutrients, and sediment .
Erosion on prime farmland will be reduced to acceptable levels.
CUltural Resources - not effected. Wildlife Habitat - increase
in cr~pland wildlife habitat value.
Compen.atory mitigation included in the plan
Mi tigation will be carr ied out replacing wetlands on a value for
value basis .
. Major conclu.ion.
OVerall, improved surface and groundwater quality, improved human
health and safety, significant sediment and erosion reduc tion ,
improved water quality i n Arkansas River, improved wetlands and
fisheri es from improved water quality, improved wildlife habitat,
r educed irrigation labor costs, reduced irrigation system
operation and maintenance, and improved irrigation efficiency
results in increased available water supply on and offsite .
Area. of Controver. y

The Colorado Attorney General and the Colorado Water Conservation
Board expressed a concern that the project would effect the flows
in the Arkansas River by increasing crop consumptive use . This
concern is due to the Kansas/Colorado water compact, as it
5

relates to flows in the Arkansas River. The Colorado Depar tment
of Health expressed a concern over wetland i mpacts .
I ••u •• to b. r •• olv.d:

No unresolved issues presently exist to our knowlege.
Oth.r:

None
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INTRODUCTION

The Plan was prepared under the authority of the Watershed Protec~ion
and Flood Prevent ion Act, Public Law 83-566, as amended (126 USC
10011008 ), and in accordance with Section 102 (2 ) (c ) of t he Nat~ona l
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Public Law 91-190, as amended (42
U. S. C. 4321 , et seq ). Responsibil i ty for compliance wi th the Nat i ona l
Environmental Policy Act rests with the Natural Resources Conservation
Service .
This watershed plan describes the plan formulation process, discloses
expected project impacts, and provides the basis for authorizing
federal assistance for implementation under the Public Law 566 Program .
There were no significant adverse environmental impacts identified
during the scoping process . The sponsoring local organizations are
Bent Soil Conservation District (BSCD) , Prowers Soi l Conservation
District (PSCD ) , Fort Lyon Canal Company (FLCC ) , and the Colorado State
Soil Conservation Board (CSSCB).
The U.S . Department of Agriculture's Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) assisted the sponsors with the development of the plan.
This plan was prepared to document the findings of planning studies to
date as a PL-566 project . The report identifies problems, effects, and
alternatives which are being considered. It further explains, in some
detail , a Recommended Plan (RP) , including its cost, benefits, and
environmentally adverse and beneficial effects. No significant adverse
envi ronmental impact has been identified at th ' s stage of the
environmenta l evaluation process. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(F&WS), U. S. Geological Survey (USGS), the Colorado State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO), and the Colorado Department of Natural
Resources (DNR ) , nnd EPA have been and will continue to be contacted.
Purposes to be served by the project are agricultural water management
and watershed protection. Specifically, this project has been
formulated to improve both surface and groundwater quality, reduce
irrigation induced e r osion to acceptable levels, and more effectively
use available water. Irrigation induced erosion will be reduced in the
treatment area on 8,800 acres now eroding at an average of eight t i mes
t he maximum rate necessarY to maintain the productive capacity of the
soi l resource. Poor water quality from heavy me t als and salts in wells
and drains wil l be impr oved in the watershed as well as in the Arkansas
River . Bet t er irrigation water application will occur on 26,700 Acres .
The Recommended Plan (RP) includes ditch lining, pipe lines,
mUlt i purpose ponds, water control structures, appurtenant structures ,
l eve l ing, Irrigation Water Management (IWM) , nutrient and pest
manageme nt , wetland mi tigation practices and c onservation tillage . The
es timated cos t of the Recommended Plan alternative is $5,326,000 wi th
$3 ,0 56 , 500 i n PL-566 costs .
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PROJECT SITTING

Location and Size
The Li mestone-Graveyar d Creeks Watershed is located in eastern Bent and
western Prowers Counties in Southeastern Colorado. The watershed
consists of 59,250 acres and averages about 5 miles wide and 16 miles
long. Lamar, Colorado i s on the east edge and Las Animas is slightly
west of the watershed . Pueblo, Colorado is 100 miles west of the
watershed area .
The watershed is bounded on the west by the Prowers Arroyo, north by
the Fort Lyon Ca al , east by the Pleasant Valley Drain, and south by
the Arkansas River . It includes Limestone and Graveyard Creeks,
Prowers Arroyo, Pleasant Valley and Wiley Drains which outlet into the
Arkansas River.
TQPography and prai nage
The hi ghest elevation in the watershed is the Fort Lyon Canal. It
varies f rom an e l evation of 3950 ft . on the west edge to 3860 ft . on
the east edge. The Arkansas River, or southern boundary, is the lowest
elevation in the watershed . It varies from 3740 ft. at the west edge
to 3630 ft. at the east edge. The watershed is gently sloping with
approximatel y 1/2 of the drop in elevation occurring below the
irrigation area in the final mile as the drainages enter the Arkansas
River Valley.
The drainages o f the watershed all outlet into the Arkansas River .
Prow~rs Arroyo, Limestone Creek , Graveyard Creek, Wile y Drain, and
Pleasant Valley Drain all have small year around flows.
Geology 1/
The watershed is located within the Colorado Piedment Section of the
Great Plains Physiographic Province (Fenneman, 1931) . The Colorado
Piedmont represents an old erosion surface. It is a mature to old,
broadl y rolling, elevated plain with local scarps.
Bedrock consists primarily of cretace~ u s marine shales and limestones.
These forma tions dip slight ly to the northwest, toward the Denver
structura l basin.
The oldest formation that crops out in the
water s hed i s the Lower Cretaceous Dakota sandstone, which is found
a l ong t he va l ley s i de above the Arkansas River flood plain. OVerlying
the Da kot a Format i on (from oldest to youngest) is the Graneros shale, .
Greenhorn l ime stone, Carlile shale, and the Fort Hays limestone member
of the Niobrara Formation . Younger Quaternary deposits overlay the
bedrock ove r much of the watershed area .
Sha l ~ a nd limestones have higher concentrations of some minerals t han
ot he r roc k t ypes have . This is particularly true of minerals such as
sulfur and trace mineral s such as arseni c, boron, and selenium
(Tureki an and Wedepohl, 1961).
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Studies by Schultz and othe rs (1980) also showed elevaced sulfur and
trace mineral concentrations in studies done of the Upper Cretaceous
Pierre shale and equivalenc formations. The sediment source areas for
these formations was to the west. The watershed area is far from the
source area, so sediments are almosc exclusively fine-grained marine
shale and muddy limestone. As the amount of clays increase wich
discance from the sedimenc source area, so does the amount of organic
carbon. Adsorption from seawater and concentration by organi c matter
have increased the concentrations of arsenic, chromium, copper,
selenium, uranium, and othe r trace minerals in the formations present
in the watershed area.
1/

Check in Reference Section for Geology Reports.

Soils
The soils in the watershed are mainly of the Rocky Ford series . Soils
of the Rocky Ford series are moderately shallow to deep, calcareous,
and medium textured. They are on terraces of the Arkansas River and
its major tributaries.
All of these soils are irrigated with wate~ from t ,e Fort Lyon Canal
Company and are s i lted . Generally, the surface layer is heavily silted
because the muddy water used to irrigate this soil has deposited silt
and clay. In many places where water tends to pond at the lower end of
a field, the soil is more deeply silted than it is in the other areas.
In many of the steeper areas, the Surface layer is coarser than it is
in nearly level areas. In some of these areas, plowing has mixed part
of the lighter colored subsoil with the surface layer. In places land
leveling or deep t i llage has greatly altered or affected some of the
soils.
The surface layer of these soils is dark grayish-brown clay loam and is
10 to 15 inches thick. It is hard when dry and firm when moist. The
Subsoil, or horizon underlying the silted surface layer, is brown silt
loam that is slightly hard when dry and friable when moist . This silt
loam grades to lighter colored silt loam. These soils are calcareous
throughout.
Crop yields are high, but some of these soils need more careful
management than others because they are shallow over limestone or sand
and gravel. The main problems are managing irrigation water,
mainta i ning fertility, and controlling erosion on the steeper slopes.
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Land Cover
The land cover in the watershed is estimated in Table A:
Table A - Land Cover
Land Cover
Cropland, irrigated
Rangeland
Other (roads/towns)
Total

Acres

\

75.1
23.7
1.2

44,500
14,050
700

100.0

59,250

The crops being grown on the irrigated cropland are estimated in
Table B:
Table B - Cropland Distribution
Crop
Alfalfa
Grain Corn
Grain Sorghum
Small Grain
Pasture & Hayland
Misc. other crops
and fallow
Total

\

Acres

61.3
9.0
13.1
7 .2
2.2

27275
4025
5825
- 3200
975

7.2

3200

100.0

44,500 acres

No significant land cover and cropland distribut ion change is
anticipated in the future. 98\ of land in the watershed is privately
owned and 2\ is state land.
Climate
The semiarid climate of the study area is charact ized by low to
moderate precipitation, substantial evaporation, low humidity, moderate
to intense winds, and a large daily range in temperature. At Las
Animas, the mean annual temperature is 54.5 deg. F, with the mean
January temperature of 29.6 deg.F, and the mean July temperature of
79.3 deg F. The average high temperature in July is 96.9 deg. F and
the a verage low is 62 deg F. The average time between killing frosts
is about 175 days . The last killing frost generally occurs in late
April , and the first killing frost occurs in mid-October.
The mean ann al precipitation at John Martin Dam is 11.7 inches. About
75 to 80 percent of the annual precipitation falls as rain during the
growing season. Lamar's conditions are nearly the 3ame.
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Economi c and Demographic Data
The e c onomy of the watershed and surrounding area is heavily dependent
on agriculture . Family farms are the predominate type. Within the
watershed boundari es there are about 95 rural landowners wit:!
individual irrigated units 320 acres or less in size . There are about
71 landowners with units 321 acres or more in size. Cash crop
production and livestock operations are the major enterprises.
Irrigation water is supplied to the watershed by the Fort Lyon Canal
Company. The Fort Lyons' earliest water right decrees date prior to
1884 making it one of the earliest decreed ditches on the Arkansas
River . Between 100,000 and 400,000 acre feet of water are diverted for
91,000 acres by the Fort Lyon Canal Company each year with an ave rage
of 232,000 acre feet. The total average annual water s upply is about
400,000 acre feet. The 91,000 acres are s upplied with irrigat ion wat er
by the Fort Lyon Canal Company diversions, reservoir storage, and by
approxi mately 40 private irrigation wells.
The population of the watershed and surrounding area consists of 74%
white , 24% Hispanic, and 2% other races . An estimated 50.4% of the
wa t ershed is comprised of women . The per capita income of the area
(1990 census) is $9500 as compared to the state average of $14,800.
16.5% of the families are below the poverty level. 9.7 % Of the
population have a work disability. The average age is 34 . The August
1996 unemployment rate is 3.5% .
The McClave subdivision of Bent County (population 816) and the Prowers
County town of Wiley (population 421) are located within the watershed.
Lamar (population 8343) is on the east edge and Las Animas (population
2362) is just west of the watershed. Transportation routes include
U. S . highways 287 running north and south and U.S. highway 50 running
east and west . The re are also many secondary and county roads.
Wildl ife
Unpredictable prec ipitation is part of the climatic picture that
combines with other climate factors to create a ha rsh envi ronment for
wildl i fe. Th~ ~a tershed rests in what is considered a hist~rical short
g r ass pra~r ~ e. Many of the traditional wi l dlif ~ species still e x' st in
the area . Suitable habitat f or the followi g threatened or endangered
spec i e s is found in or near the water shed: ba l d eagle (Haliaeetus
l e ucoc ephalus), whooping crane (Grus americana) , eskimo curlew
(Numenius borealis), least tern (Sterna antillarum), p i ping plover
(Chara dri us melodus ), and black-footed fer r et (Mustela nigripes) .
Several ot her spec i es are propose d for list i ng as threatened or
endange red species including the Texas horned lizard (Phrynosoma
c ornutum), whi te-faced ibis (Plega dis chihi) , moun t ain p l over
(Chara drius montanus), f e rruginous hawk (Bute o regal is ) , sout hwes t e rn
willow flyc a tcher (Empidonax railli extimus ) , black tern (Chl idon i as
niger) , swift f ox (vulpes velox) , Arkansas darter (Estheostoma
cragini), speckl ed chub (Extrarius aes t ivalis tetranemus ) , and Colora do
green gentian (Fr asera Coloradensis) .
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Most of the above threatened, endangered, or proposed species are also
on Colorado's state list of threatened or end ngered list or are a
species of special concern .
The watershed project is not expected to have adverse impact on any of
these threatened, endangered, proposed, or special concern species.
Numerous popular game species are found in the area including : scaled
quail, pronghorn, white-tailed and mule deer, cottontail and
jackrabbits, ring-necked pheasant, a variety of waterfowl species and
numerous fish species.
Non-game species are widely represented in the watershed with a variety
of shorebirds, songbirds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and fish
adding diversity to the wildlife in the area. A complete list is
available in Appendix C that could potentially be in the watershed.
Wetlands
Many wetlands in the watershed are loca ted along ditches , drains, and
the Arkansas River bottom . These wetlands are primarily Types 5 and 6
(Shaw and Fredine, Circular 39, 1956); or PFO (palustrine forested),
R40W (riverine, intermittent, open water), and R20W (the Arkansas
River) (Cowardin, 1979). Irrigated fields also contain a small acreage
of wetlands caused by seeps and inefficient water management practices.
These wetlands are generally Type 1 (Circular 39) or PEM (palustrine
emergent). The project may result in loss or r eduction in size of
irrigation induced wetlands in irrigated fields. Estimated acreage of
wetlands in the watershed are:
Type
Type
Type
Type

I
III
V
VI

90 Acs.
844 Acs.
73 Acs.
2300 Acs.

(PEM)
(PEM)
(POW)

(PFO, R20W, R40W)

These acreages were measured off the 1975 NWI (National Wetland
Inventory, USFWS) and compared with NRCS wetland inventory maps from
1990. The USF&WS acreage estimate exceeded the NRCS inventory acreage,
therefore NRCS chose to agree on the higher acreage estimate. The
actual acres estimated to be affected were adjusted to account for
project participation. There will be no net losses of values of
wetlands due to project acti on . Mitigation actions will compensate for
wetland losses (see alternative "Effect s· sections).
Archeology and Historic
The Indians of the plains occupied the project area, but apparently
left few traces. Convers ion of the short-grass plains to cropland has
destroyed most surface vestiges of their past occupancy ~hrough various
cultivation practices.
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Portions of a branch of the Sante Fe Trail are visible in those parts
of the watershed still utilized as rangeland. However, conversion of
rangeland to cropland has destroyed t he continuity of the existing
trail .
In recognition of t he important role p l ayed by the Santa Fe Trail and
the "Big Timbers " area in Southeastern Colorado, a monument ; "The
Madonna of the Trail" was dedicated at Lamar in 1928. This marker was
sponsored by the Daughters of the American Revolution and is one of
twelve in the United States which denote a place of outstanding
hi storical significance.
In the early history of this portion of Colorado, two military and
trading pos ts (forts) existed next to the Arkansas River where water
and shelter were ava i lable . The ruins of Bent ' s New Fort (it served as
an Indian Agency and Tr ading Post) and Fort Wise (the Army's old Fort
Lyon) are in the rangeland area just north of the Arkansas River.
Cans, glass, rock foundations, and other objects can be found on these
. ites.
Two graffiti site s are on the rock ledges on t he north bank of the
Arkansas River in the area of these Forts, the Rock Art, and West Bent
Signature sites .
The Prowers Bridge, is an early 1900's steel bridge crossing the
Arkansas River to the communi ty of Prowers.
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WATBRSBBn PROBLCMS AND OPPORTUNITIES

his s ction identifies the types of problems which exist in the
watershed. The problem areas are identified and the extent of the
~ ~ bl s
within each a!~a are quantified. Potential opportunities t o
improve the quality of life and enhance environment a l values are also
discussed.
The problems within the wat ershed include: water quality, water
quan t ity, and irrigat i on induced erosion. Additional problems include
rural wate quality, and fish and wildlife habitat.
Water Quality
geology and current land use p~actices are adversely affecting
the water quality f the surface drainage and groundwater. Salts are a
water and soil quality problem in the basin. During the last several
years, there has been an increasing ind·cation of heavy metals in
i rrigat ion drainages and the Arkansas River. The Colorado Nonpoint
Assessment Report identified sediment and salinity as water quality
prob l ms i the reach of the Arkansas River which is impacted by the
~ocal

~r oj ect.

The drains in the project area Gre major c~?tributors of heavy metals,
sal s, and sediment. As observed by USGS
,dissolved uranium and
selenium shows a particularly strong positive correlation with specific
conductance. The study shows strong positive correlations with sodium,
magnesium, sul f ate , and chloride that contribute heavily to total
dissolved solids and specif ic conductance in these waters. Lithium,
boron, stront um, iron and selenium are also positively correlated.
The comb!nation of natural weathering of heavy metal bearing soils and
sediments, extensive soil leaching by irrigation waters and evaporative
~oncentration in a semiarid climate produce concentrations of dissolved
heevy metals may threaten local water supplies.
The Department of Interior also has studied water quality of the
Arkansas River in the vicinity of the project. 2/ Concentrations of
sulfate, boron, and uranium were present in waters that drain from
irrigated land underlain by marine shales. Selenium was the only
inorganic trace constituent associated with irrigation drainage that
was found at significantly eleva ed concentrations in water, bottom
sediment, and biota . Selenium is an element which is subject to
bioaccumulation in the food chain. Selenium becomes concentrated in
green plants as they take up water. 4/5/6/ As drains within the
irrigation system pick up water, selenium ~ oncentrations can become
hi gh and a health hazard for humans and oth~ r animal life .
The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment dissolved
selenium standard for aquatic life, which pertains to Class I and Class
II streams, is 17 micrograms/liter. The EPA STQRET data set had 17
values collect ed fro 1988 through 1992 for the Lamar, Colorado gagi ng
site. The me an value was 12 . 9 micrograms/liter. The data show the
levels of dissolved selenium are high, and on occasion, exceed the
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aqua~ic life
to :~e total

standard. The increase in dissolved selenium is similar
selenium concentration trend.

The ~aximum selenium concentration detected in fish from the stream
sites was 18.5 micrograms/gram in a sample of com~on acarp from the
Arka~sas River near Lamar, Colorado guaging station. 2/
Five species
of :ish in the Arkansas River had selenium concentrati ~n s ranging from
2 . 1 :0 18.5 micrograms/gram. Three species in the tributaries had
sele~ium concentrations ranging from 3.6 eo 16 . 9 micrograms /gram .
All
but 3 of the 59 total fish samples exceeded the 85th percentile
nati~nal baseline for selenium in fish (2.45 micrograms/gram dry .
weig~t), and 21 of the samples had concentrations exceeding the range
asscciated with reproductive failure in bluegill. About one-half of
the samples had selenium concentrations that exceeded he dietary
con=entration k own to increase the rate of mortalities and deformities
in ~allard embryos . Selenium levels in aquatic plants exceeded
acceptable dietary limits of avion species.
concentrations in surface water was 1 microgram/liter in
Pue=lo Reservoir upstream from the project area . Data from EPA, STORET
datanase, indicates that the stretch of the Arkansas River f rom below
Jo~ Martin Reservoir to Lamar, Colorado, has significant higher levels
of selenium. 117 Samples taken indicated average total selenium
concentration increases from 7.2 micrograms/liter to 19 . 7
mic~ograms/liter between the two gage stations.
The mean value of 19.7
mic~ograms/liter total selenium was determined using 96 values from
1962 to 1994.
Sele~ium

Additional USGS outflow data from John Martin Reservoir indicates a
tre~d in increased selenium concentrations.
Data from 1980 and 1981
tha~ was used with comparison data from 1988 through 1993 indicates
tha~ dissolved selenium is increasing by .2 micrograms/liter annually .
The trend indicates that selenium standards for agriculture use, 20
mic~ ograms/ l iter, will be exceeded in the near future.
the project was not formulated to reduce other toxic trace
vr heavy metals, project action wi 1 help reduce those
problems and improve water quality. Dissolved uranium levels of t he
Arkansas River are also increasing. Uranium ingested by humans and
wildlife goes to both the kidneys and bone. It is a chemical poison to
the kidneys. Kidney inflammation and failure can occur.
Alt~ough
ele~ents

Sam;ling of the Arkansas River from Manzanola to Lamar found that
dissolved uranium increases at a much higher rate than in the upper
rea=~es.
An abrupt increase in dissolved uranium is observed along the
sec~ion of river where flow is greatly reduced because of extensive
diversions for irrigation and the remaining flow is largely composed of
irrigation return water. Water samples in this section of river are
more enriched in dissolved urani m compared to the average
concentration found in water outside the irrigated areas.
The

~ean concentration of uranium in
gra~s/li ter for uranium in the Lamar

Col~rado (825 samples).

ground water was 19.4 micro
Quadranale of Southeastern
Wells of less than ioo feet depth were
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affected by deep percolation of irrigation waters and were ~arkedly
higher than the mean . The current proposed EPA drinking wa~er
regulation for u=anium is 20 micro grams/liter. This 19.4 ~icro
grams/liter concentration is 2-4 times as high as other qua=rangles
tested in wester~ u.s . Future levels are anticipated to cc~tinue to be
high if irrigation practices remain the same .
Uranium concentrations in the drains and creeks flowing int~ the
Arkansas River f=om the watershed area have readings at times from 2050 micro grams/l:ter. The extensive irrigation in this rea=h of the
Arkan ~ as River s~gnificantly elevates the dissolved concentrations of
uranium . This combination of natural and man made effects could
compromise the water quality for domestic use (farms, comm~~ities,) and
agricultural use (irrigation, livestock) that derive water :rom the
alluvial aquifer as well as the high concentrations in the river
itself. Excessive levels may also be dangerous to wildlife including
endangered species. Downstream water quality is also decreased to
irrigators who reuse the Arkansas River water .
There are a number of shallow wells in the area that are also high in
nitrates. EPA Storet Data indicates there are six wells in the
water shed found to exceed the EPA standards (10 mg/lppm) N03-N. The
Arkansas Rivers' water approaches the nitrate level standar: at times.
The sources of t~e nitrates are a combination of naturally occurring
and applied. The top two feet of soil were generally found to have
very high concentrations of nitrates. The higher nitrate well
concentrations generally occur in the lower portions of the watershed .
There are about 26 wells that were found to have nitrate levels
approaching or exceeding standards in the watershed are~.
Salinity is another serious water quality problem in the Arkansas
Valley. There a=e 3 important factors in the salinity problem: salt
pick up, concentration, and the management of water, soils, and crops.
Although it is desirable to control salt loading, high salt levels will
remain as long as the water is used. Therefore, the greatest potential
for reducing salinity is through more effectively using water
throughout the valley. Irrigation water diverted into the Fort Lyon
Canal, upstream 53 channel miles from the project, has a mean TDS of
807 milligrams/liter (obtained from USGS records). The mean TDS in the
Arkansas River at Las Animas which is just above the project area is
1041 milligrams/liter. Just downstream from the project at the Lamar
gaging station the mean total dissolved solids (TDS) is 1694
milligrams/liter for t he Arkansas River . The TDS levels are therefore
increasing downstream due to concentrations of salt in the remaining
water. No TDS standards have been set for Colorado, however, TDS
levels of 500 is deemed desirable and below 1000 is acceptable for
agricultural purposes. It is anticipated that total TDS wi l l be
lowe r ed through project action.
Eight organochlo=ine pesticides were detected in some samples of bird
livers and eggs and in fish from the reservoirs . All concentrations
were we l l within the ranges of reported backgroun~/concentrations
and we r e less than levels of biological concern.
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Project action will reduce deep percolation which will improve ground
water and Arkansas River water quality . This is achieved through
reduced loading of heavy metals, pesticides, salts, nutrients and
sediment.
Water Quantity
The Fort Lyon canal company's estimated amount of water available from
diversions, reservoirs and pumping averages approximately 400,000 acre
feet for 91,000 irrigated acres served by this canal. This equates to
an average of 4.44 acre feet/acre/year for this watershed's 44,500
irrigated ac res .
However, it varies considerabl y from year to year .
Present irrigation systems in the Limestone-Graveyard Creeks Watershed
contribute to poor irrigation application. The average irrigation
requirements for the crop rotation for the project area are about 20
inches per acre per year over and above normal precipitation. Serious
crop production reductions occur in the watershed during water short
years. This issue was evaluated in light of the Arkansas River
Compact . It was considered in the alternative section. Analysis
information can be found in Appendix C.
The compact states in Article IV-D that , "This compact is not intended
to impede or prevent future beneficial development of the Arkansas
river basin in Colorado and Kansas by federal or state agencies, by
private ente rprise, or by combinations thereof, which may involve
construction of dams, reservoirs and other works for the purposes of
water utilization and control, as well as the improved or prolonged
functioning of existing works : Provided, that the waters of the
ArkanslO.s river, as defined in article II, shall not be materially
depleted i n usable quantity or availability for use to the water users
in Colorado and Kansas under this compact by such future development or
construction".
Irrigation Induced Erosion

Excessive irrigation induced furrow erosion is occurring on
approximately 15,000 acres. This occurs mainly in the upper portions
(300 feet) of the fields. This erosion averages 42 tons per acre per
year . Lower portions of fi e lds are damaged by sediment disposition.
An estimated 2-3 tons o f sediment is contributed to the Arkansas each
yea r per acre eroded. This sediment travels to the Arkansas River
through drains and creeks, frequently clogging channels and restricting
fl ~ws .
The sediment is contributing to the reduction in f l ow capacity
of the Arkansas Ri ver downstream. Some areas of the river are becoming
seriously restricted increasing flooding problems downstream . In
addi t i on to sediment , high concentrations of total dissolved solids
(TDS ) , heavy metals, and nutrients are being carried downstream to
other users . Yield reductions from the erosion and sedimentation may
occur on the fields i n the wa ter shed .
Rural Water Problems
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The towns of McCl ave, Wiley, Hasty, and Lamar obtain their water supply
from wells. This is adequate for current needs and expansion is not
anticipated.
Many of the farms are on a rural water supply system . Some farms not
on the system, as well as most livestock watering facilities are from
wells and may experience degrading water quality, therefore increasing
the potential for f u ture probl ems.
Fish and Wildlife Habitat
The major fact o rs influencing environmental and fish and wildlife
conditions in the watershed are land use, water quality and quantity .
Past l ~ nd use changes due to irrigation, in some cases have increased
the food supply and cove r. No changes in land use in the future are
anticipated.
There is an opportunity to improve stream fisheries by reducing the
amount of sediment, heavy metals, salts, pesticides and nutrients
entering the hydrologic system. Sediment and other pollutants affect
downstream fisheries ~versity and populations by filling pool segments
and changing bottom c omposition and water temperature. The stressing
effects of high concentr.ations of suspended sediment also causes a
reduction of the quality of f ish habitat. Selenium and urani um,
potentially threaten fis and w ' l d life uS1ng the watershed. This could
include some endangered s p cies.
On-site Problems
Irrigation induced ero81on- 42T/ ac/yr on 15,000 acres (630,000 T)
Productivity on i rrigated land

dec r e asing

Maintenances on

high

ir~i gation

sy stems

fair

Irrigation water application
Off-site Problems

600,000 T.

Annual Sediment deposition on irrigated area Sediment deposited annually into chdnnels of

Ar~ao sa

R.-

30,000
(20Ac Ft )
19.7
mcgr/l.

Average Selenium level in Arkansas R'ver at La arAverage Nitrate Leve l of groundwater-

Exceeds state
sta
rds on 6 wells

Selenium l eve l in groundwater-

increas ing

Sal t load to Arkansas River from wa cershed-

387, 000 T/yr
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Aquatic and wildlife habitat quality-

decreasing

Heavy metal levels in Arkansas River-

high

Water qual ity i n drains and creeks in watershed-

low

The average uranium concentration in
ground water.

19.4 micro grams
per liter.

The re are significant opportunities to improve the environment within
the water hed. Analysis of the watershed identified the problems
discussed in this section. The problems are similar over the entire
irrigated acreage and the drains that contribute the pollutants to the
Arkansas River. Management and enduring i rrigation practices provide
the opportunities to reduce the h~avy metals, sediment, nutrient and
pestici de problems in the watershed and downstream in the Arkansas
River. Wildlife and aquati c habi tat is expected to improve through
pract i ce installation . The resour ce base including 44, 500 acres of
important farmland will be maintained which will help increase on farm
bene fi ts through reduced farming inputs and better yields and thereby
improving the local economy. No land use change is anticipated,
inc ludi ng i rrigated acreages.
2/ Reconnaiss ance Investigation of Water Quality, Bottom Sediment, and
Biota Associ ated With Irrigation Drainage in the Middle Arkansas Ri er
Basin . USGS Water Resources Investigations Report 91-4060, Colorado
and Kansas, 1988-89.
3/ Uranium Waters of Southeastern Colorado: A Function of Geology
Climate, and Land Use by Robert A. Zielinski and Sigrud Asher-Bolinder .
U.S . Geologi cal Survey, Denver, CO .
i/ Se lenium In Agriculture, Agricultural Handbook No. 200, 196 1

2/ Aquatic Cycling of Selenium:, United States Department of the
Interior, USFWS Leaflet 12, 1987
6/ Selenium in Agriculture and the Environment, Soil Science Society of
Ameri ca, Special Publ i cation #23, 1990.
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SCOPB 0.. TD BNVIROHICBHTAL ASSBSSMBNT

The problems and opportunities of the watershed are directly related to
the capabilities and the degree of management of the watershed's
resources. The inventory and analysis phases for this plan used a
scoping process to identify those economic , environmental, and social
areas of primary concern. This was a public participation process ,
that led to further investigation and analysis by NRCS.
NRCS gathered detailed information on current resource conditions.
projection of future conditions was made in order to formulate and
compare alternatives and estimate their impacts.

A

During the initial stages of planning an ana ~ysis of a broad range of
economic, environmental, and social factors in the watershed was
carried out. Those factors that were directly related to the problems
and opportunities and/or those that might be significantly affected by
any p ote n ~ ial project were considered. Also, each of the problems and
concerns identified by the public at the scoping meeting, as well as
t hose requirin" consideration in any federally funded project, were
reviewed and their significance to decision making was determined.
Table C lists the factors considered in this scoping process and their
perceived significance to project formulation and decision-making.
Factors rating "Low" or "None" in Table C were not likely to be
affected by the projec and were considered insignificant to decision
making. Therefore, these factors are not discussed in this document .
Those factors that have a "High" or "Medium" impact on the watershed
would be affected by the project and were significant in decision
making. A detailed study was then made on these factors by assessing
the current condit ions, formulating and comparing alternatives, and
determining impacts of a selected plan.
Th. following i •• u •• wer~ rai.ed by the public duriDg iDitial plaDDiDg
. . . tiDg.. Th••• i ••u •• D.c ••• itated NRCS to p.rfora ~r. d.tailed
iDv•• tigatioD. a. plaDDiDg progr••• ed.

IWM/Water Conservation
The watershed has an inefficient irrigation water delivery system as
well as poor on farm water application. Poor water application
increases the deep percolation and runoff which carries the heavy
metals, nutrients, salts and sediment to the drains and creeks and
finally back to the Arkansas River. The groundwater quality is also
deteriorated .
Water Quality/Surface and Groundwater
The poor irrigation water application reduces surface and groundwater
quality .
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Irrigation Induced Erosion
Upper portions of irrigated fields have been deteriorated by erosion.
Productivity is also being lost.
~e dimentation

The sediment coming off the upper portions of the irrigated fields is
being deposited on the lower portions of fields and into drains,
creeks, and the Arkansas River. This sediment deposition on fields
lowers the productivity potential. The sediment also carries heavy
metals, and other pollutants into the streams and reduces channe l
capacity and the quality of fish and wildlife habitat.
Prime and Important Farmlands
The resource base is being deteriorated by irrigation induced erosion
and sedimentation.
Social/Economic
Reduced wa t er quality, inadequate irrigation system, as wel l as
irrigation induced erosion has reduced yield, changed cropping patterns
from higher valued crops and thereby reduced the income of the
watershed area. Irrigated agriculture and livestock are the major
portions of the economy of the area .
Wildlife Habitat
Erosion and sedimentation degrade upland wildlife habitat. Riparian
vegetation along streams will continue to be impacted by pollutants.
Fish Habitat

Pollutants including sediment have reduced fisheries potential and
habitat in the Arkansas River. The diversity of fish species and
quantity of fish are also affected.
Municipal and Rural Water SUpply/Groundwater

Pollutants are affecting the Arkansaa River water quality and on-farm
we ll s for humans and livestock . EPA and State standards are not met in
some cases.
Wetlands

Wetlands a re found along drains, the Arkansas River, and .eeps in
irrigated crop fields . Sediment and pollutants getting into ~etlands
should be reduced and therefore improve the water quality of the
remaining wetlands .
Cultural Resource s of National Significance
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The pr oblems and concerns found i n the scoping process we re not
affecting the known cultural resources in the area . The Colorado
Office of Archaeol ogy and Historic Preservation c onducted a searc h of
the Colorado inventory of cultural resources.
In the event additional sites are identified and potentially altered or
damaged by project action, work wi ll be stopped until the applicable
provisions of Public Law 93-291 and or Public Law 89-665 have been
addressed. Applicable state laws dealing with Archaeological and
Historical Site Preservation will al s o be met .
Threatened and Endangered Species
There are no known threar ened or endangered plants or animals in the
watershed that will be adversely affected by t he project. Though not
known to presently exist, the watershed is in the historic range for
black footed ferre t s . Bald eagles, piping plover, whooping crane ,
eski mo curlew, and least tern are known to exist in Colorado but no
concentrated or preferred use areas are known or have been i dentified
where project action will occur.
Recreat i on
The scoping meeting found that there was interest in developing a state
park for Southeas t ern Colorado on a lake just north of our watershed
area. It was brought up that there is a need for additional water
quantity and better water quality for the State Park . Aquatic and
upland wildlife, hunting and water sports are being considered.
Human Health and Safety

A concern was raised on the human and livestock use of water that
doesn't meet state and EPA standards.
Pesticide
Samples show low levels of certain pesticides .
well within EPA and State standardw.

However, levels are

Nutrients

The publics identif i ed that high levels of nitrates above State and EPA
s t andar ds have been f ound in some wells . Some areas of cropland have
high nitrate levels in the upper 2 feet of the soil.
Civil Rights
Civil r i ght s wil l be considered throughout the process to evaluate the
ef fect s o f any proposed act i on on all segments of the populous .
Coordi nating Other Actiyities
Through past and present mo itoring, the u . S . Geological Survey has
c onduc t e d s t udi es and cont iu~e s to study the surface and subsurface
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water quality in the Arkansas River Basin. The USDA, Natural Resource s
Conservation Service (NRCS ) invest i gation has and continues to i dentify
water quality problem areas within the watershed .
A 319 demonstration project has been funded to show the e f fec t s of IWM
including surge irrigation in the watershed area to impr ove water
qual i ty and quant i ty .
The Colorado Water Conservation Board has funded a project to
demonstrate new initiatives in water management . Both projects and
their data will be useful i n encouraging farmer support and
cooperation.
The state of Colorado is in the planning stage in the development of a
water based fish and wi ldlife recreation area approximately 5 miles
north of this watershed. It would be the only state park in
Southeastern Colorado. The State is interes t ed in any positive eff ects
that this project may have on their project .
The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Water Qual ity
Control Division is starting a monitoring program on the Arkan sas
River . This data may be useful to evalua te the beneficial effects of
the project .
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FORMULATION AND COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES
The following objectives were defined by project sponsors at the onset
of the project:
(1) Reduce negative water quality impacts to surface
and groundwater f~om selenium, sediment, salts and nitrate loading ; (2 )
Achieve better wa~er application to more effectively use available
water for on and off-site uses ; (3) Protect the soil resource base from
excessive irrigation induced e~osion.
Data were collected during field inventories and expanded to reflect
the condition and needs for the entire watershed. Treatment
alternatives were considex'ed and defined, based on the types and extent
of the problems taking place. The sponsors and publics part i cipated in
the formulation of several treatment alternatives. The effectiveness
of each alternative in r aching the goals of the sponsors was evaluated
and a recommended plan s lected .
Formulation Process
With the sponsors objectives identified, two levels of inventories were
conducted. A cursory inventory of the entire watershed, followed by a
detailed inventory of 80 percent of the area was carried out. The
total needs for the sampled area were identified. A list of potenti ~l
measures to deal with the identif i ed problems was draft ~ d based on
measure effectiveness, efficiency, c ompleteness and acceptab~lity .
Also considered during alte~native development were aspects of the
Arkansas River Compact. It was determined that none of the
alternatives to be considered would change the amount of w~ ter to be
diverted from the river or to project area l aterals and field di.tches .
Since the majority of the soils and underlying geologic formations in
the watershed are similar, the problems and ne ds are similar. The
watershed was therefore evaluated as one treatment unit during the
formulation process .
Pro j ect formulation followed the inventory, forecasting, and analysis
of the resource conditions that were found relevant to the identified
problems and opportunities. Measures considered in the formulation of
alternative plans included various approaches . Approaches believed to
be effective in addressing one or more of the problems or opportunities
as well as protecting the envi~onment were further analyzed.
Civil rights impacts were considered during project formulation and
alternative comparison. Consideration was given during data gathering,
and documentation and alternative development. Each alternative
deve loped lill not limit accessibility or exclude potential program
beneficiax es based on race, color, sex , national origin, religion,
age, disability, w ~ r i tal or familial status when compared to other
persons .
Alternatives were formulated to: reduce selenium concentrations in the
ground water to acceptable limits, conserve and more effectively use
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available water, and reduce irrigation induced erosion to acceptable
limits .
Development of tillage, planting, and irrigation enduring and
management practices specifically for the Limestone-Graveyard Creeks
Watershed area condit ~ ons and development of a better understanding of
nutrient, heavy metals and salinity management hold considerable
potential for reducing heavy metals, nutrients and salinity damages.
From the conservation practices in the NRCS Field Office Technical
Guide, a list of prac tices was developed . Combining the practices in
various ways, alternative solutions, with varying costs and impacts,
were formulated. The formulation process, evaluation and comparison of
alternatives, and the rationale for plan select ion are presented in the
following sections.
Appendix C contains water budget information for the various
alternatives considered. A detailed discussion of alternative analyses
are presented in this appendix. Analyses were car rie out for, current
irrigation management activities, a static irrigation set time, a
system based on crop needs, and a surge irrigation system tied to crop
needs. Data indicates that soil moisture depletion does not exceed 50
percent. Therefore it was concluded from the analyses tha t deep
percolation could be reduced significantly with system and management
changes without increasing crop consumptive use Hanks (1974) and
Ritchie (1973). This reduction in deep percolat i on will reduce ground
water pollution from selenium leaching, the problem for which the
project has been formulated . The total quantity of Arkansas River
water r eaching the Kansas border is not anticipated to change with
project implementation.
Each alternative solution was considered using four criteria:
- Completene.. (e xtent the alternative provides and accounts for all
necessary investmen s or other actions to ensure the realization of the
planned effects)
- Effectivene.. (extent to which the alternative alleviates the
problems and achieves the specified opportunities)
- Efficiency (extent to which the alternative is the most cost
effective means of alleviating the specified problems and realizing the
specified opportunities)
- Ac ~apt ,&bility (extent to which the alternative i s acceptable to
State , :ocal entities, and the public) .
Civil rights issues were considered during alternat i ve formulation.
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DESCRIPTION AND EPPECTS OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS

Three approaches to treatment we~e considered and various alternatives
were developed incorporating these various approaches. The approaches
included large structural measures, only changing management, and a
combination of management changes and enduring measures .
Each of the alternatives included examining the civil rights
implications of proposed agency and project actions that could
negatively impact agency employees and decisions related to employment
and program beneficiaries, name l y, t he socially and economically
disadvantaged, minorities, women, and persons with disabilities.
None of the alternatives considered in detail were f ound to show any
program action effects if implemented , that would resu lt in denial or
reduced program benefits of any form related to discrimination against
any clientele group or employee .
The following alternatives were considered during this process:
Alternative 1. Future without Project

Studies of past achievements of land users in the watershed indicate
that funds f r om the on-going programs are adequate to treat less than
two percent annually of those areas with erosion, water quality and
quantity problems . An analysis of available ongoing monies indicate
that $40,000-50,000 is available in the watershed on an average annual
basis from ACP and other ~rograms. At this rate of funding, it would
take at least 75-100 years to complete the work proposed without PL-566
cost-share program funding.
Components - None -

Effects - Without Irrigation system improvement, deep percolation and
runoff ~ill continue at its current unacceptable level. Poor
irrigation water management will continue. Irrigation induced erosion
will continue to damage the upper portions of the fields resulting in
topsoil and yield losses . Sedimentation of the lower end of the fields
and the carrying of salts, nutrients and heavy metals on to the
Arkansas River will continue.
The water quality problems will continue in the surface and ground
water. The municipal and rural water supply will continue to be
impacted by these problems. This will continue to add to the water
quality problems of the Arkansas River.
Recreational opportunities related to fish and wildlife, will continue
to decline . The endangered species habitat value will continue to
deter iorate as selenium accumulates in the food chain. Wetland plants ,
fish, and wildlife will continue to take up heavy me tals at the current
rat e. These conditions also pose a potential health t hreat to
l i vestock, wildlife, and humans .
The local economy is dependent on agriculture . As the soil resource is
lost so is the economic base of the project area . Waterfowl hunting
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also contri but es to t he loca l economy . Waterfowl popula t ions may begi n
to be impacted by the accumulation of selenium in the ecological
system . The Arkansas River f i sheri es wil also be impac.ted by seleni um
concent r ations . These facets of the loca l economy will be negative l y
effected by the exi sting water qua l ity problems . The s ocial
implications are that some people may choose to move out of the area
due to the water qual i ty problems and continued loss of income to the
economy of the area . The known cultural resources in the area wi ll not
be impacted .

Alternative 2 .

Management Mea.ure.

8 , 900 Acres of nutrient management practices,
2,900 Acres of conservation tillage , crop Lesidue use, and
polyacrylamides ,
8 ,9 00 Acres of irrigat i on water management,
8 , 900 Ac r e s of pest management .
Tot a l Pro j ect cost is $616,000 .
Components 8,900 Acres of nutri e nt management practices,
2,900 Acres of crop residue use, conservation tillage, and
polyacrylamides,
8 , 900 Acr es of irrigation water management,
8 , 900 Acres of pest management.
Effects Implementation of management practices will more effectively use
irrigation water by reducing de ep percolation . Reduced irrigation
induced erosion, sediment movement, and improved water quality of the
surface and ground wate r will also occur.
The overall effe ct is an
improvement in the water quality of return flows and groundwate r within
the watershed.
The management practices associated wi t h this alternative woul d
sl i ght l y improve wi ldlife and f ish habi tat by reducing sedimentation
and deep pe rcolation. The addit i onal ground cover along with water
management would redur.e the amount of irrigation induced erosion
occurring . Thi s would decrease t he amount of sediment available for
r an s port through the hydrologic system . The amount of contaminants
nter ing t he ecological system from agri culture would be reduced by
utili zing thi s alternative. The i mpact of agriculture on endangered
species would be lessened due to i mproved water quality and
conservation .
The social a nd eco omi c conditions would improve as improved water
application a llows t he ag ricul tural producers to better meet crop needs
and c o tr i b~ t ~ t o t he goal of i mproved water qual i ty . The protect i on
of the soil resour ce base from i rrigat i on induced erosion will a l s o
have a pos i tive effec t on the local ec onomy . The envi ronmental
conditions re~ated to fi sh and wi l dlife will s how a s light i mprovement
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thus pr oviding a similar ' mpact on the social economic conditions in
the area,
The known cultural resources in the area would not be impacted.
In analyzing the beneficial effects to the project area and off-site,
it is necessary to make every effort to address the sponsors concerns .
These concerns include protection of the water resource from pollution,
protection of the soil resource from irrigation induced erosion and
effective irrigation water application. Irrigation wat er management
is an essential component in addressing these concerns. However, the
on-farm irrigation water conveyance and application systems must also
be improved to achieve an adequate level of irrigation water
management .
The benefits previously mentioned are di r ectly correlated to the degree
of irrigation water management attained in the project area. Sponsors
conce rns and objectives cannot be met by management practices alone
even if cost shared. Meeting water quality standards could not be
reached with this alternative. The effects shown in the summary and
cOI..parison of the candidat plans in Table 0 used a 20\ participation
level by farmers .
Sponsors and farmers input was also obtained on a participation rate
that would actually occur if technical assistance were available with
out cost sharing management practices. It was their opinion that due
to the risk and uncertainty of app~ying just management practices, the
participation rate would actually be in 20-25\ range. The benefits
derived from this alternative were therefore be proportionally reduced .

Alternative 3. KaDag.aent Plu. KDduring Irrigation Sy.t . . t.prov.aent.
(IQD and rec~anded plan)

149,610 Feet of concrete ditch lining,
213,710 Feet --f irrigation pipeline,
Mitigation practices including (10 mUlti-purpose ponds and 20 acres of

wetland development),
3,300 Acres of land leveling,
56 Water control structures, and appurtenances, for irrigation

pipeline and lined ditch systems,
Management practices which include; 26,700 acres of nutrient
management, 8,800 acres of conservation tillage, crop r esidue use,
and polyacrylamides; 26,700 acres of pest management and 26 , 700
acres of irrigation water management .
Costs - Total Project
PL - 566

Other

$5,326,000
$3,056,500
$2,269,500

See Table 1 for further cost breakdown and Appendix B for map of area
to be treated.
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Ef f e;ts The combinat'on of irrigation enduring practices along with the
man~gement pr acti es will fac ilitate the best w~ ter application of any
of t ~e a l e ~ative s. The deep percQlatio wou d be reduced by 40t .
Irri~a ' on induced ero ~ion would be r educed ~y 88t .
This al t ernative
provi des t e gr ates t reduction of irriga t i on induced erosion of any of
the 1 t ern ~tives. A significant~y greater de gree of improvement in the
surface and groun~ water quali t y wou ld be achieved over previously
mentiOne o alt rnaeives .
Appendi x C cc ntains inf orma ~i on regarding the methodology used in the
alte r native evalu~tions. A primary concern of Kansas and Colorado 4S
that t his projec ~ should not adverL_ ly affect t b ~ Arkansas River
Compact . Tm prl j ect wi 1 not reduce the amo~nt of water that is to be
available in th~
kansas Rive7 system for Kan sas. Appendix C contains
information t o support hi s act . In i ummary, NRCS methodology for
predicting water ut i l i .l t ion is base d on individual field analysis
models . The mod
suggest that crop consumptive use will not change
as a result of
pro ject actions. Irr t gation efficienc Y will be
i ncreased from 2 @ercent to 50 percent, thereby making more effective
use of diverted Jurface water. Addit ional, ther~ are approximately 40
wells in the treated ~rea, proQticing 5,600 acre fF~t per irrigation
season for supp lemental irrigation water .
he need to utilize these
wells will be reduced as a result of improved utilizat'on of diverted
surface irrjgation water . The stimated amount of reduced well water
needed for supplement al irrigation is based on the above mentioned
wells being used on 9,700 acres and a ~ O per cent participation level of
watershed clients. Support documentation is available upon request.
The total selenium concentration levels at the gage at Lamar will be
reduce d from 19 ,7 micrograms/liter by approximately 17 percent through
project action. A s imilar reduction will occur in the wells in the
irrigated area. Both will be reduced to within EPA standards . The
reduction will improve the quality downstream as well . Other heavy
metals , salts, and nutrients will be similarly reduced which have a
corresponding improvement in surface and ground water quality .
Selenium uptake by wetland plants along the river will be reduced, thus
benefiting wetlands and wildlife. The river's selenium level will be
reduced to within EPA and state standards.
The fishery habitat in the Arkansas River will be improved.
should also improve the fishing potential.

This

Pro ject implementation will cause a 32\ reduction of nitrates
concentration in groundwater.
Project implementation will result in an 30\ reduction of salts being
delivered to t he Arkansas River.
Conservation tillage, use of Polyacrylamides (PAM) and or crop res i due
use practices wil l reduc e the irrigation induced erosion in the
watershed from 42 T/AC./YR . on the upper 1/3 of the fields to 5
T/AC./YR. with alternat ive implementation. This will also reduce the
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amcunt of sedime~~ ava ilable for delivery to irrigacio~ ~i~=hes and
drains anc the A:kansas Ri ver . The sediment associacec ~e3vy mecals,
salts and ~utrie~cs r~aching t~e river will also be rec~=ec . These
praccices wil l a:so help prese~e the remaining river c ~ a~~e l capac i ty .
The downs~ream water users will benefit by rece ivi~g hi=~e r quali cy
wa~~r and reduc~c maintenance .
The fish and wil dlife habitat of some species within tr.~ wac ershed wi ll
be enhanced through the implementa i on of this a lternati7e . The
overall value of t he wildlife habitat in the area will ~cc be changed
signifi c ar.~ly .
Recreation opport unities related to the fisher i es and
wildlife should see some improvement. Acres affec~ed by t~e project
area estimated at less than 50\ of the Type I wetlands (45 acres) and
less than 1\ of the Type VI wetlands (2 acres) . NRCS arrived at the
acres of Type I wetlands by estimating 60\ participatic~ in the
project, a nd 80\ of the wetlands on participating farm will be
affected. The majority of the Type VI wetlands are alo~g the Arkansas
River and the ma jor d ' tches and drains. It is expectec to have no
adverse effects on these Type VI wetlands, however, a very small number
of on farm drains or ditches could have woody vegetatio~ and associated
wetlands . The 1% figure was used to cover these cases . T~e Types III
and V wetlands represent lakes , ponds , and areas with s~allow water
most of the growing season. The project is not expecte~ t~ have any
effect on these wetlands . However, if a negative effec~ occurs due to
project action, a mitigation strategy haa been developec .
The cultural resources located within the project ~ rea are close to the
Arkansas River a~d are not effected by the irrigated cr:pland
activities.
The greatest soc i al and economic benefits would be realized with this
al ternative. These benefits will be achi eved as improved water
management allows the agricultural producers to better ~eet crop needs
and contribut e t~ the goal of improved water quality . This alternative
will provide the greatest protection of the soil resour=e base from
irrigation induced erosion which will alao have a positive effect on
the local economy . The environmental condit i ons relate~ to fish and
wildlife will see significant improvement thus providin; a similar
impact on the social and economic conditions of the ares.

The National Water· Quality Assessment Program (NAWQA ) is antie ipated to
begin in 1996 by the usnI Geological Survey in the Arka~sas River
Basin. NRCS will utilize data to evaluate project effectiveness in
regards to selenium.
The Colorado ne~artment of Public Heal th and Environmen~ is beginning
an intensive alluvial ground water quality monitoring program for the
Arkansas River in Colorado. Part of this study will be in the project
area and the dat3 will be utilized by NRCS to he l p mea s~re project
effectiveness in regards to selenium and nitrate reductior. in
groundwater.
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The Colorado Water Conservation Board has funded a demonstration
projecc within the watershed. The effects of practices applied wi ll be
monitored to det ermine the impacts on deep percolation which effects
water quality .
There is also a 319 Best Management Practice (BMP) Demonstration Area
in the project area. A monitoring plan has been developed to
demonstrate how BMPs effect water quality. Water budget data will be
collec ted f r om irrigation producers on the fields monitored. NRCS will
continue thi on-farm water budget monitoring as necessary t o evaluate
the Limes tone-Graveyard Creeks project effect1veness in relat i on to
project goals established by the sponsors.
Other alternatives considered but not developed into alternatives plans
due to not meeting t~e 4 criteria include:
Canal lining did not reduce pollutant problems to an acceptable
level and was too ~ ostly.

1.)

2.)

Change to center pivots was far too costly.

3.) Purchase ~f the irrigation rights from the land owners within the
watershed, and purchase the feed lots. This would have effectively
elimi n~ te the agricultural cont ribution of pollutant to the surfa ce and
to the grrundwater. The negative effect on the local economy a. well
as not
' ng locally acc,eptable kept this from being developed.
Compari.on of Alternative Plan.

The Alternative Plans are displayed for comparison on Table D.
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Table D
Sum.ary and Comparison of Candidate Plans
AIIcnIIcM 1

No Action

AlICnIItivc2
Malllaeme nt
Mcuurcs

Conservation
tillaF/crop lCIiiduc
uxlpoIyacrylamidcs
2,900 At .. Nutrient
MIJII. 1.900 At .. Irr.
w.tcr Mana. S,900
At .. Pat MIftlI,900
Ac ..

BendlciaIIIlllUll
Advcnc, annual
Net beneficial

WctlancIs

Prime cl Unique farm
land

Conservation tillaJC
which may include crop
residue use, 1,000 Ac.
po!yIcrylamidea 5,800
At .. Nutrient MJIII.
26,700 At., Irr. water
Mant. 26,700 At., Pat
MJIII. 26,700 At., Land
levcIina 3,300 At., lrr.
clik:h linina 149,610 If.,
Irr. pipeline 213,710 If.,
SurJC irriplion
IppUItCIIanCCS 56,
Wlter control suuc:tun:I
41, mitiption 10 ponds
and 20 acres of water
development

SO

$616.000

S5.326.000

SO
SO
SO

SI4I.1OO
S147.1OO
S 1.000

S730.100
S56I.600
SI6I.500

Some planu hiJhly
contaminated with
telenium.

44,500 At.

No pnp"'Iion impKt,
No dccreac in hlbillt
quantity

AllCmativc3
TRP-(NEO)

Reduced sclc:nium
dcliVCRd to wetlands

rrom irription.

44.500 At.

No popuillion
impKt. No deci 11 ~
in hlbillt quantity

Reduced selenium
dclivc,. 10 wetlInds

rrom irription.

44.500 At.

quantity

Table 0
Summary and Comparison ot Candidate Plans
Alternative I
No Action

Alternalive 2
MallllCfllCnl

Allcmative 3
TRP-(NEO)

Measures
Ground Wllter qualily

Surface Wllter qualily

or !he well records

14%~_in

reviewed. six
exceeded !he Slate
standanl for nillala
and twenly were
approaching il.

nillate conccnllation

Selenium
aHlllmillllion will
aHllinue al an
unaa:cpIIbIe rate

Selenium
aHlllmillllion will be
reduced !lighlly

will be reduced

Arunsas river @
urNr, Selenium 19.7
UgIL wilh an
esUrNled increase of
.2 UgIllyear

Selenium
c:oncenlralion
~reased by 7%

~reased

llranium
c:onc:cnualion is S%
greater al UrIIIr lhan
al John Manin
RcseM).ir (I UgIL)

Uranium
c:onc:cnlralion is
reduc:cd by .19 UgIL
al urNr

Uranium c:onc:cnlralion
is reduced by .-' UgIL al
urNr

Salt Ioedilll to !he
ArIIansaI river
tJuouah surface flows
and ground Wllter
recharge. 387,000
TtYr.

19% reductiorI in salt
Ioeding

30% reduclion in sail

Fisheries and wi1cllife
habilll will aHltinue
10 be signifICantly
impected by heavy
mcta1s

Fisheries and wi1cllifc
habillt will aJIItinue
10 be sianiflClntly
impected by heavy
metals

Fisheries and wi1cllife
habilll will aHltinue 10
be sianiflClntly
impected by heavy
metals

Livestock water will
aHltinue ~r: If: in
qualily clue to heavy
metals

Livestock Wilier "ill
irnpl'O\"C

Considerable
irnpl'O\"CIIIeIIl in
1i\'CStoCk waler qualily
"ill be achieved

32% ~ in nilrate
c:onc:cnlralion

Selenium COIIIImillltion
signir.c;anll~·

Selenium c:oncenlralion
by I",.

Ioedilll

Table 0
Summary and Comparison of Candidate Plans
A1tm111tive I

No Action

Alternative 2
Manaacmcnt

Alternative 3
TRP-(NED)

Measures

Soil raourc:e

Wetland plants aJona
the Arb.- River
and in ponded areas
will continue 10
COIIIain hiab heavy
metal c:onc;cntration

Wetland plants a Jona
the Arka_ River
_nd in ponded areas
will continue 10
COIIIain hiab heavy
metaJ concentrations

Wetland plan" alon,
the Arka_ River and
in ponded areas will
continue 10 COIIIain hiab
heavy metal

42 T/At;.lYr. 01
irriptioa induced

86% raIuction in
iniptioll induc:ed
eIOIion 011 upper 1/3
of fields

~ reduction in
iniptioa induceo
erosion 011 upper 1/3 01
rlClds

erosion 011 upper 1/3

of fields

concentrations

lniption induced
erolion

I MOO At;. clamapd
by moderate iniptioo
induced eIOIion

lniptioo eIOIion
rcduc:cdlOnearly"T"

lniptioo eIOIion
rcduc:cd to below "T"

Arkansas river
t;hannel <:aJ*ity

Impacted by iniption
eroIion sediment

Moderate: sediment
rcduc:tion from
furrow erolion

Sianirant sediment
IoIId raIuction from
ftarrow erosion and
iniplion dilCh erosion

Fisheries habi&al will
continue 10 be
ncptivdy impKlCd
by sedimenlalion

Fisheries habi&al will
conti_lObe
ncptivdy iPlp'C'Od by
ICdimenlalion

Nodl'ect
No dI'ccl
No effect

No e«ec:t
No dfec:t
No dTect

Nodl'ccl
Nodrec:t
Nodfec:t

Healih and Safety

Continue 10
dctcrionIc

ModcraIc
improvement

Sian iranl
imprvvanc:tt

' I CCODOIII)

Continue 10
deteriorate

MocIeIlllC
improvement

Sian iranl
improvement

ConsicImbIe lou 10
deep perc:oIatioo

Reduced deep
pertOlation Ioues

Minimal loll clue to
deep pertOIalion

Cultural ReIoun:a
SaaII Fe Trail
8ent'IFort
Fl Lyoas ruins
OIlIer s.cw IIrectI
Acct.

lniption water

RISX AND UNCERTAINTY
There is some uncertainty with regard to the benefits from implementing
the recommended plan . Some of this work wil l be accomplished with fa~
labor . The availability of this type of labor will have an impact on
the cost and extent of certain practice application . The economic
atmosphere surrounding agriculture will have a bearing on how much and
how fast conservation treatment is attained.
Weather patterns also affect project implementation. If a wet period
of years occurs, more people may see a need to reduce water erosion,
which may increase conservation practice application. Water short
years also improve IWM interest .
The accelerated land treatment practices are
program, so it cannot accurately predict the
users that will partic ipate. However, a 30t
required prior to any expenditure of federal

part of a voluntary
numbe r or location of land
part i cipation level i
implementation funds .

The non- cost share management practices must be performed even after
NRCS Long Term Contracts with participants expire to ensure the
enduring practices continue to function as planned. Crop rotations,
though not expected, could change and create unexpected conditions.
Implementation using PL 83-5 66 funds is subject to appropriation of
funds by the United States Congres, for the PL 83-566 program .

RATIOHILZ POR PLAN SBLKCTION
Table D presents a comparison of the costs, benefits, and impacts of
the NED recommen ed plan with the "No Action" plan. The recommended
plan consists of management as well as enduring practices . These
practices will be applied on irrigated cropland . All the resource
concerns are addressed in the plan.
A combination of practices were used for each increment (See Appendix C
for incremental analysis). The first increment included management
practices, and the 2nd increment added irrigation system improvements
that met the test of effectiveness, efficiency, acceptability, and
completeness. To determine benefits versus cost, emphasis was placed
on achieving the greatest net return for planned actions. It was on
this basis that an alternat i ve was selected as the National Economic
DeveloQment (NED ) pla l and the Recommended Plan (RP) .
There are no significant long-term negative effects re l ated to he
recommended plan. In the short-term, however, there may be a slight
increase in erosion due to the soil disturbance which will occur during
the implementation of enduring practices.
All the beneficial effects of the recommended plan cannot be expressed
in terms of dollars. Erosion reduction helps improve the resource base
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and increases yields, which in turn improves the water quality of t he
Arkansas River . Also as deep percolation is reduced there is a
reduction pollutants into the water system. These pollutants include
sediment, heavy metals, nutrients, and salts . Some wetlands may have
less water available to them. If an impact cccurs in any wetlands ,
they will be mitigated for. The aquatic macrophytes will be ext r act ing
less selenium due to its reduced levels . Surface and ground water
quality are improved.
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CONSULTATION AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Consideration as a PL566 watershed project was request~d in March 1989.
A field review was made on March 23, 1989. The review team found that
significant irrigation water management, water quality, and watershed
protection treatment was needed. The Soil Conservation D· strict and
Natural Resource Conservation Service Field Office decided that
detailed information collection would be the first priority. Dat a on
water quantity, quality, and practice needs were gathered. 90~ of the
landowners expressed interest. Significant r e s ource problems were
found and the sponsors ~ a de an application for PL-566 lanning
assistance June 16, 1989 .
The State Soil Conservation Board formally a-cepted the application on
September 6, 1989 . The Soil Conservation S( : ces' West National
Technical Center (WNTC) made a f ie l d reconnaissance October 25, 1989 .
They met with the irrigation company personnel , field offices, and
conservation district officials. It was decided further data was
needed to quantify the off-site effects from project action . In
January 1993, the Natural Resource Conservation Service Field Office,
area staff and state staff developed a schedule to complete a
preauthorization plan and plan of work .
On June 24, 1993, a public scoping meeting was held to discuss the
problems, needs, and possible effects from a project. Federal, State,
local agencies, and inter __ sted public were invited. This group helped
give direction to the NRCS planners. A public response analysis was
completed on the responses. A summary of those responses is shown n
Table C.

An environmental evaluation meeting was also held on June 24, 1993, to
identify environmental concerns and issues and discuss how best to
address those concerns .
Numerous newspaper articles, newsletters, and radio public service
ann~uncements have been aired to provide public information. Public
meetings with the news media in attendance were held to gain input and
inform the public.

A public meeting in the morning and a sponsors meeting in the afternoon
were held December 2, 1993, to de~ermine the desirability of pursuing a
planning authorization and review the preliminary plan. The sponsors
fel t that cost shared management practices were essential to get
adequate water quality improvement. Potential alternat i ves and the
responsibilities of each sponsor and NRCS were stressed in discussions .
The SCDs have the right of eminent domain under authority established
by state law. They are willing to fulfill their agreements to see that
a plan is formulated and implemented.
The public and sponsors encouraged NRCS to go forth with the request
for planning. Potential practices and alternatives were reviewed to
inform what may be needed . A revised application was developed and
approved by the sponsors to slightly change the watershed size and
sponsors in January 1994.
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The sponsors reviewed the preauthorization report i n Marc n 1994 and
concurred with the report . However, the sponsors reque s t e d cost shar e
on management practices. NRCS agreed t o pursue cost sharing f or
management practices. The preauthorization report was transmitted t o
the West National Technical Center in Portland for technical rev iew i n
April 1994 . A review by the West National Technical Center was
completed on June 30, 1994. Comments were incorporated, and on July
28, 1994 , the SCD boards re ewed WNTC comments on the Preauthorizat i on
Plan, and agreed to continue their support of the plan even though cost
sharing for management prac t i ces were not approved.
.
The SCD boards have me t regularly a nd provided positive leadership to
the furthering of cons ervation and improvement of the watershed.
Ongoing water quality, quantity and management practices are being
installed by a combination of landowner, district and state funds. The
two distri ct boa rds cooperated in getting a 319 demonstrati on proje t,
approved in February 1994 , to show the value and monitor the effects of
surge irrigation and irrigation water management on 6 fields in the
watershed area.
The Color ado Water Conservat i on Board also awarded the Bent SCD a grant
to demonstrate new irr i gation technology and monitor the results in
January 1994 on 10 farms .
Incorpor~ t i on of the comments and sponsor support was re c eived in
August 1 994 . Federal approval and authorization for planning
as si s t a nce for the watershed was received on September 26 , 1994.
A meeting was held in December 1994 with field and area staffs, the
State Water Resources Planning staff, and sponsors to review the Plan
of Wor k and develop assignments to complete the watershed plan.

Duri ng J anuary 1995, a geologic rec onnaissance and reference search and
report was developed.
The Watershed Plan was developed and reviewed with the sponsors at
the i r board meetings in May, 1995 . They requested that NRCS have a
publi c meeting to present the plan t o all intereste d publics. On June
1 , 1995, a public meeting was held in Lamar, CO. It was the consensus
of those present to move forward into inter-agency review.
A request was made to t he Wat e rshed Planning and Restoration Di v i sion
on August 7,1995 to include Polyacylamide as a cost-shared practice.
Approval was granted for this new technique on September 7,1995 and ha s
been incorporated i nto the plan .
The Inter a gency review was completed May 20, 1 996 . Comments were
i ncorpor ated into this plan . The FONSI was entered into the Fe de r al
Regist e r August 29th , 1996. No comments were received after
publis hing.
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RBCOIOlBNDBD PLAN
pyrpOIl

and Su=rry

Management plus enduring irrigation s ystems improvements (Alternative
Number 3) was selected as the recommended plan. The purposes of this
plan are Agricultural Water Management and Watershed Protection. The
p ractices will improve water quality and conserve water. Practices
will also be installed to protect the resource base by reducing
irrigation induced erosion and sediment. The meas ures needed are shown
in Table 1. The measures effects coincide with the sponsors goals.
M•••ur.. to b. In.tall.d

Land Treatment Practices
The current programs available to address conservation concerns within
the watershed will remain functional. This project's actions will
supplement and accelerate, not replace, on-going activities. All
landowners and operators wishing to participate in this project may,
unless their land alrea,iy is involved in an existing contractual
program. It is the landowner's or operator's decision as to which
treatment measures to impleme nt or if t hey want to participate. The
estimated participation rate is 60\ of the irrigated cropland acreage .
Technical assistance in a PLS66 project is distributed between
planning, education/training, implementation, and follow-up. Long-term
contracts with individual participants will be the vehic le used to
accomplish implementation. An estimated 5 staff years is necessary for
developing conservation plans. Implementation of contracts will
require approximately 9 staff years. The follow-up wi I create a need
for an estimated 5 staff years. The educational component will be
developed by the sponsors, districts and field offices. It will include
technology transfers through workshops , onsite demonstrations , and one
on one contacts. It will be carried out through a cooperative effort
between the Soil Conservation District, NRCS, and Colorado Cooperative
Extension Service.
Financial assistance, as it relates to planned practice extents, can be
derived from Table 1 . Also a dchedule of obligations for the project
maybe found on table E.
The major land t reatment practices, and estimated construction costs
are:
Pest and nutrient management practices will insure that proper amounts
of nutrients and pesticides are applied to minimize negative
environmental ef fects and achieve production goals.
Mechani c al furrow modification will be used to attain application
goals . This is a non-cost shared iten. Furrow modification through
the use of polyacrylamides will be cost shared .
Conservation tillage and or crop residue use will increase residue to
reduce irrigation induced erosion on the upper 300 feet of the
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irr igated cropland. The use
This will reduce sediment on
the Arkansas River. No cost
conservation t illage or crop

of PAM will also ach~ ~ve this ef ! ect .
the lower portions of the fields and into
sharing is available through PL-566 for
residue use.

Irrigation water utilization will be improved by changing water
irrigation methods and procedures . This is a non-cost share pra ctice
through PL-566 .
Wetland mitigation practices anticipated will include approximately 10
mUlti-purpose ponds and 20 Acre s of wetland developmenc.
Improved Surface Systems - about 26,700 acres will have present surf a ce
irrigation sys tems improved. An estimated 1/ 2 of the acres will be
converted to surge irrigation. Improvemencs include land l~veling,
plastic pipe, ditch lining gated pipe, and r e laced practices. Land
leveling wil l improve irrigation water application and reduce deep
percolation . Plastic pipe will be installed to de l iver water to surge
valves, and also to gated pipe in fields proposed for shorter lengths
of run. Total e s timated cost of improved surface irrigating systems is
$1, 834,300 for federal share and t ne same for the local share.
MitigatiqD

Where wetlands are impacted by installat ion of conservation measures,
mitigation will be carried out in accordance with Natural Resource
Conservation Service Policy . .his policy states that where mitigation
is needed, it will replace we tl ands on a valu e for value basis. Any
needed mitigation will be required to be included in participants
contracts. Other mitigation arrangements will be considered as options
become available .
P'rmit.

and

Comn1iapc,

It is the contractees' responsibility to obtain any federal permits or
formal l and rights that will be needed co install the project (40 CFR
1502.25). In t he event that land rights or permits become necessary,
the responsibili ty to acquire these items will occur before
construction .
Co.t.

The t otal cost of the project which includes both federal and local
money is $5,326,000. Table 1 itemizes the costs by measure. Those
measure s showing no cost will not be cost-shared under this project.
Table 1 displays how t he costs of each measure are shared between
federal and local dollars .
The federal cost - share rate is 50 per cent for enduring i rrigat i on
practices. The federal Cost- s hare rat e for other endurin ; practices is
based on the r ate presently used by other f ederal · progra m~ for similar
practices . Polyacrylamide appl ication , an innovative approach to
reducing i rrigation erosion in the watershed has been approved for cost
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sharing (see page i i i of Agreement for rate).
practices will not be cost shared.

Other management

The estimated technical assistance costs for the above measures are
$1,050,200. This assistance will be in the form of education,
conservation planning, designing, and fol low-up . The cost for this
technical assistance is borne by the Kes. Proj ect administration
costs are estimated to be $202,000 of which $172,000 is federal and
$30, 000 is local. This local cost is borne by the local Soil
Conservation Districts.
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TAaLE £ -

Sc~edule

of Oblic:ations

Limes~one-Gr5veyard Cre~~-W.cers~ed

--------------------------------------------------------Item
$ P!.-566 $ Other $ Toea:
--------------------------------------------------------1
F~cial Assistance
350000
7750:0
'25000

Year

2

3

5

7

8

9

10

Technical Assiscance
Adminiscacion

95000
20000

F i ~ci.l Assiscance
Technical Assiscance
Adminiscaeion

'00000
110000
22000

500000

Financia! Assistance
Technical Assistance
Adminisca:ion

'00000
110000
22000

5uoooo

Financia: As s i 3~ &llCa
Technica: Assiscance
Adminisca:ion

'00000
110000
22000

500000

Fin&ncia: Assistance
Technical Assistance
Adminisca:ion

2UJOO
100000
22000

3U500

Financial Assistance
Technical Assistance
Acminista:ion

10000
15000

Financial Assistance
Technical Assistance
Admin' staeion

10000
15000

Financial Assistance
Technical Assistance
Adminiscaeic:1

75000
1000

Fin&ncial Assistance
Technical Assistance
Ad:niniscaeicn

75000
5000

Financial Assistance
Technical Assistance
Administaeion

75000
5000

5000

3000

300 0

3000

95uOO
25000

9000CO
1100CO
25UCO
000:0
110000
250C O
9000CO
1100CO
250=0

3000

5988 ': 0
1000eO
250CO

2000

0
800CO
17000

2000

0
800CO
17000

2000

0
75000
10000

1000

0
75000
60CO

1000

0
75000
60eO

T~LE E - Sc:edul e of Obligation.
Li~esto~s-Graveyard Creeks W
atershed

----------------------- --- -----------------------------$ PL-5&6 $ Other $ Toea:

Yea:

I:.~

-------------- ------------------------------------------11
AAsistance
0
F~nancia l

12
13
14
15

Technica" AAsiscance
Admjnis:ation

70000
5000

Financial AAsiscance
Technical AAsistance
Adminis:ation

'0200
5000

Financial AAsiscance
Technical AAsiseance
Ami nis:ation

10000
2000

Financial AAsis:ance
Technica: AAsiscance
Admin;s:acion

10000
2000

Financia: AAsistance
Technica: AAsis:ance
Adminis:&tion

10000
2000

1000

0
10C ': 0
30:0

183~300

2239500

'073800

1000

70eCO
6ceo

0

1000

'O~~O

6CeO
0

1000

100~0

3COO

0

1000

10e~0

3C:0

TOTALS
Financial Assistance
Technical Assistance
Admi n is:ation

1050200
172000

Grand Tc:al

3056300

o

30000
2269500

1050~OO

202C OO

5326~CO

Ip.t.11.~iqg

ADd ripapcipq

Implementation of planned on-farm land treatment measures will be
through individual long term contracts (LTC).
' n ' wprlt for Carrying OUt; Ply

The project installation period is fifteen years. Long Term Contracts
(LTC) development will be accomplished during the first five years.
Installation of practices will begin the first year and continue
through year thirteen. Peak years for installation of practices
(construction) will be the second through the eighth year.
Participation in the project is voluntary. Landowners or entities
wishing to participate must submit an application to enter into a
contrac with the NRCS. The application must contain a legal
description of the property to be considered for the contract. A copy
of an affidavit which indicates the individual or entity has control
over the land which would be involved in the contract. If a lease is
used, it should indicate the terms and length. The Soil Conservation
Districts and the NRCS will determine the eligibility of an individual
or entity to enter into a contract. They will also review the
applications and set priorities for approval ba.ed on the concerns of
the sponsors.
PlepPed a.quaDe. of Ipst;&ll&t;igp

Aasistance for planning, design, construction layout, and maintenance
of practices will be provided by NRCS. The treatment expenditures for
the project are those anticipated for installation, technical
assistance, and administration of land treatment contracts. The NRCS
will assist the SCDs with the educational component of the technical
assistance .
Costs associated with installation of practices will be borne in part
by the NRCS . NRCS funds for technical and financial assistance will be
contingent upon and obtained from an appropriation from the Watershed
Protection and Flood Prevention Act (PL-566). Table E displays the
planned sequence of obligating funds for the project and the
installation schedule.

The Bent Soil Conservation District, the Prowers Soil Co. servation
District, The F rt ~yon Canal Company and the Colorado State Soi l
Conservation BoaTd are the sponsors for the small watershed program
(PL83-566) ~nd reatment Watershed. The SCDs will coor4 nate
activities.
During t e first years of the project the educat i onal component o f Lhe
"Technical Assistance " will be implemented. Workshops ~re the chosen
method of i1np lementat ou . Thes workshops will present: resource
management concepts, methods , and technologies.
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Cooperators will be strongly encouraged to participate in a workshop as
a prerequisite for receiving PL-S66 cost-share funds. NRCS will
certify landowner or entity participation .
The NRCS will be responsible for technical services, writing and
administering the land treatment contracts, providing foll ~w-up
assistance for operating and maintaining practices, and certifying
installation of land treatment practices . The plans will be written in
accordance with the guidelines found in the Field Off i~ e Technical
Guide, National Conservation Planning Manual and the Nat ional Long-term
Contracting Manual. Resource management systems ill be installed by
landowners who will enter into Long-term Land Tre atment Contracts with
the NRCS.
The Conservation practices will be applied by the participants or
through contractors hired be the project participants. The NRCS will
administer ~ll contracts and provide cost-share funds. Cost-share
payments will be ba sed on county average costs, or in some cases the
actual cost not to exceed a specified maximum , for that practice .
County average costs will be updated annual ly by the NRCS. The
participants will be responsible for their share of the cost of each
installation. In addition , the participants will be responsible fo r
following management plans prepared for the operating unit.
Cgntracting

Approximately 108 individual Long Term Contracts on 26,700 acres will
be developed with assistance from NRCS. Participants representing at
least 30 percent of the irrigated land needing treatment must apply for
an LTC before any LTC will be approved. The participants share of the
cost of installing practices may come from any source other than
Federal funds without a reduction in NRCS funding as long as the total
financial assistance to be received does not exceed 100 percent of the
cost. If other Federal funds are used, the NRCS share will be reduced
by the amount of the other Federal funding.
The basis for each LTC wi 1 be a conservation plan of operations (CPOs)
that will detail the kind , amount, location and installation schedule
of t he planned practices. C ~0a wi ll be reviewed and approved by he
SCDs prior to finalization of the ~ontract between NRCS and the
participant.
Primary considerations in establishing the installation schedule
include : the seasonal nature of the practi ces; the inter-relationship
of practices; the availabil i ty o f contractors and materials; the
landowners' financia l s i tuation ; and the need for and a a ilability of
technical services . These considerations will provide land users the
maximum time possible to finance t heir share of the pro ject
installation cost .
Each contract may r ange in 1 ngth f r om 3 to 10 years. All cost-share
pr actic es must be installed two years before the end of the contract ,
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to allow two years of management, and operation and maintenance. The
installation schedule wil l include the necessary management pract i ces .
LTCs will be approved by NRCS and the SCDs' . All LTC's must be signed
within 5 years of the date the watershed plan is approved. Contracts
can be modified or revised as long as project objectives, as identif ied
in the watershed plan are achieved.
I.al Prop.rty and l.loeatlOD'

No real property acquisition or relocations will be necessary .
Oth.r kMc!"

Monitoring of the surface water and groundwater in the watershed area
will continue in the future. NRCS will obtain copies of the tests from
the USGS and Colorado Department of Public Health and Env ironment.
Cultural IIIQuretl

Cultural resources comoliance for each farm will follow the procedures
in the NRCS General Manual, Section 420.
'iplneing

The individual land users will be responsible for arranging their own
personal financing for their portion of the cost to install the needed
conservation practices.
Copditigp. far Prqyidipg 14.i,tape.

Technical and financial assistance furnished by the NRCS is contingent
on the appropriation of funds by the United States Congress.
OpeEatiOP, Maint'P'pCI.

'nd Bglac'MPt

The participant is respons ible for the annual operation and
maintenance, as wel l as replacement of installed practices. These
costs are .estimated to be about $73,300 annually. The participants are
r~sponsible for all replacement costs .
The expected us eful life for
the appurtenant structures is 15 years. All other enduring practices
have an expected life of 25 years or more.
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Table 1, •• tt.Ated lDatallatiOD Co.t
Lt.A.tODa Greveyard Cr_b Water8hed, Colorado
IaatallatiOD oo.t it. .

uait

Menag..eDt Praotioe.
Irrigation Water
ManageIMnt
Nutrient ManageIMnt
Con.ervat ion
Tillage
Pe.t ManageIMnt
polyacryla.ide
Subtota

''lC'UDt PL-5" hDd8 OtUr hDd8 Total
• Dollar.
• Dollar.
• Dollar.

AC

26,700

106,800 •

106,800

AC
AC

26,700
5,800

53,400
58,100

53,400
58,100

AC
AC

26,700
3,000

37,500

186,900
37,500

186,900
75,000

37,500

442,700

480,200

(ManageIMnt)

8DdurlDg Praotioe.
Ditch Lining
(concrete)
Pipeline
Land Leveling
Water Control
Structures
Appurtenant
Structures
Mitigation
Ponds
Wetland Development

FT

149,610

598,400

598,400

1,196,800

FT

213,710
3,300
48

619,800
268,800
23,000

619,800
268,800
23,000

1,239,800
537,600
46,000

56

270,300

270,300

540,600

10
20

1 2 ,500
4,000

12,500
4,000

25 ,000
8,000

Subtotal (Enduring)

1,796,800

1,796,800

3,593,61J0

TaobDioal A8.i.taaae

1,050,200

Adalni.trative Co.t.

172,000

30,000

202,000

3,056,500

2,269,500

5,326,000

Total Project

-

1/ Price base 1996
2/ Al l on non-federal land

AC

•
•
•

AC

1,050,200

9/96

Table 4 Est imated Average Annual NED Costs
Limestone-Graveyard Creeks Watershed Colorado
(nollars) 1

--

Evaluation
Unit
Land Treatment /Accelerated Ir i gated r ..>pland
Grand Total

---------Project Outlays---- -----Amortization of
Maintenance
Tota "..
Installation Cost
Operation and
Replacement Cost

$488,300 2

$73,300 $561,600

$488,300

$73,300 $561,600

September 1996
1

Pric Base 1996 disc ounted at 7 3/4 pe rcent rate for 25
a r s.

y
2

Includes costs for technical assistance, project
administration, and installation of land treatment
practices .
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Table 5a Estimated Average Annual Watershed Protection
Damage Reduction Benefits
Limestone-Graveyard Creeks Watershed Colorado
(Dollars) 1

Item

--Damage Reduction Benefits-Average Annual-Agricultural-related

Onsite
Irr . Labor Reduction

$265,300

Water Quality

$215,400
$88,500

Crop s tand damag

$569,200

Subtotal
Offsite
Irr. Labor Reduction
Ditch Cleanout

$17,300

Water Quality

$143,600

Subtotal

$160,900

Grand Total

$730,100

September 1996
1 Price Base 1996
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Tabl e 6 Comparison of NED Benefits and Costs
Lime stone-Graveyard Creek Watershed Colorado
(Dollars) 1
Eval.
Unit

Accelerated
Land
Treatment
26,700
acres

Total

A~ricul-

t ural
Related
Onsite
Jamage
r eduction

Agricultural
Offsite

Average
Average
Annual
Annual
Benefits 2 Costs 3

Benefit
Cost
Ratio

$561,600

$160,900

$7 30,100

$561,600 1.3:1.0

$561,600

$160,900

$730,100

$561,600 .1..3 : 1. 0

--

September 1996

1 Price Base 1996
2 From TabJ. e 5a
3 From Table 4
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CSSCB - Color ado Sta t e Soil Conservation Board
CDPHE - Colorado Departme nt of Public Health and Environment
NRCS

- Nat u ral Re source s Conservation Service

CF3A

- Consol i dated Farm Services Agency

UCCES - University o f Colorado Coopera tive Extension Service
EPA

- United States Environmental Protection Agency

PI Rn-EA - Wat e rshed Plan Environmental Assessment
MCL

- Max i mu w Concentratio n Level

MSL

- Mean Sea Level

NRHP

- Nat i onal Register of Historical Places

USGS

- United States Geological Survey

LTC

- Lo n g Term Contract

SHPO

- State Historic Preservation Officer

FOTG

- Field Office Technical Guide

I WM

- Irrigat ion Water Management
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July 31, 199!
Cuan. L. Johnson, Stat. Consarvationis~
Natural R•• ourc.. Cons __~tion s..~ic.
633 Par:.t St=••t, Room E200C
Lak.wood, CO 80215-3517
R!:

Lim••ton.-Grav.yard Creaks Wat.rshad

Ass.ss:ent

....

Plan/Envir:~~ •. ~al

C.ar Cuan.:
I appr.ciat. the opportunity to raviaw the dratt watarsha~
plan/environm.ntal ass •• s:.nt tor tha Lim•• ton.-Gravayarc cr.aks
ar.a on the lower Arkansa. River. Thi. ar.a i. on. w. c:nsicer a
priority in the Nonpoint Sourc. Hanaq-=L~t Proqram tcr Colorado,
and w. are pl.a ••d to s •• tha pro-activa .tanca ot t=a l ecal soil
conservation districts.
In r.viawinq the plan, thera are saveral is.u.. I weulci like to
addr ••••

Several tim.. in the plan t!1e statement is mad. that wetlands
.hould l:le enhanced du. to il:provuents in the water c;'~ali ..l.
How.ver, consicierinq the amcunt ot c!itc lininq anc! pipeli..,••
plann.d tor installation, w. wOulci anticipate som. nagative
impact to wh.n s.epaqe is raduc.d. We l:l.li.ve this i. a part ot
t!1e environmental ass •• s:en that leeds tu--the= quant~:ic~tion.
The dratt plan make. sul:l.tantial claims to improve water quality
(tor example, raducinq .el.nium lev.ls in the Arkansas River l:ly
17\; r.ducinq nitrate loadinq l:ly 32'; raducinq uraniu:
conc.nt--ations l:ly 0.4 uq/l) but there is no .onitorir.q plan to
actually ....ur. the validity ot tho •• projections ar.:! detar.rln.
it th. proj.ct is a .ucc.ss. W. are availal:ll. to werk wi t!l your
statt to d.siqn a .onitorinq plan that is appropriata tor t!1.
qoals ot this project. Mr. Bob OWen would b. the inciivicual to
contact at 692-3579.
On paq. 64 t!1. dratt plan .tat.. no land uy b. contract.1! with
PL-!66 tunds i! that land is under contract with anot.'~ar taderal
land tru.t:ent proqram. In the nonpoint .ourc. proq:'&:l w. have
tri.d to int.qrat. t!1. vari cu. cost-shara proqra=s to acc: :plish
water quality obj.ctiv.s with ~~. tunds me.t appropriate tor the
practic. .
Th. dratt plan, a. written, wo~ld not al_cw us to
participat. in this wat.rshad with additional tund., shoulci the

opportunity arise.
Conversaticns wi~ your statt L~:iC3te ~e
real in~ant i s ~t a producer not ba paid ~Jica tor in.tallinq
an 1:; dividual prae:':ica. This par:: ot the plan shoul:! be
clari!iad to aceurataly r tlae:': ~a intent.
Finally, we noticed thera ara no cost-shar. . plannec tor the
ilIplamentation ot c::'itical aanaqaant prac:ti ~ ... . Ol:: experience
with water quali ty projects is that producers ara v~l raluc--ant
to try naw manaqament tachniqu" with no immediate t~ancial
incentive, e.pacially when tha practice. may pra.ent a lI:isk to
their slim protit marqin - and the manaq_ent pt'aC":ica.
identifi ed in tha dratt plan are c::'Ucial to the ovarsll suc:..s
ot this project . W. would support tha addition ot ti."lancial
ass istance to encouraqa the adoption ot t!le manaqama::"; praC":ic. .
identifiad in tha plan.
Aqain, I appr .ci ata ~e oppo~ity to comment, and look torJard
to the ilnplu.entation ot this plan.

Greqory A.
cc:

Bob OWen, Nonpoint Sourca Unit, WQCD

'70

Unit.d Stat.s
D.partment of
Agricul.ture

Natural Re.ources
Con•• rvation
S.rvice

655 Parf.t Stre.t
Room B200C
Lak.wood, CO 80215

-----------------------------------------------------------------

April 24, 1996

Greg Parsons, Non-Point Source Program Manager
Colorado Dept. of Health, WOO
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South
Denver, CO 80223-1530
Dear Mr. Parsons:
ThaOk you for your comments on the Draft Watershed Plan and
Environmental Assessment for the Limestone-Graveyard Creeks
Watershed Project, located in Prowers and Bent Counties,
Colorado .
A revised draft pla is enclosed.
addressed as follows:

Your specific comments are

1. Comment on the .ff.ct. of practice. on Wetlands. Discussions
under the Project Setting and the Formulation and Comparison of
Alternative Sections were modified to address these concerns.
Also, a mitigation component was included in the Recommended Plan
Section as well as in the Contracting Section.
2 . Comment on Monitoring Plan. Discussion on the monitoring
plan f or the project was included in the Formulation and
Comparison of Alternatives Section.
3. page 64 - Comment on land contracted with PL-566 funds that
have a contract with another f.deral land treatment program. The
Contracting Section has been modified. Add after "LTC will be
approved." It is permissible to have two federally funded
contracts on ~~e same piece of land, however, these contracts
cannot pay for the same conservation practices .
Celet• • entence, ·An LTC cannot b •.•.. tr.atment.·
4 . Comment on Co.t Sharing Management Practice.. Only new and
innovative management practices can be cost-shared under PL-566 .
Therefore, only polyacrylmide as a management practice has been
authorized for this plan. Farmers can consider other costsharing programs for management practices if they desire.
We appreciate that your agency took the time to comment on the
draft plan. We have enclosed an amended draft plan for your
review. We hope your comments have been properly addressed.
However, any additional comments will be considered. Please
return any ~ti nal comments to Duane Johnson by May 20, , •••.

L. John on
Conservati
Enclosure

DE? ARiMENT OF THE ARMY
AUlUOUIJICUI OIS'TJI~. =111" OF 1NGlHE!1'IS
IC~H eCLCftAOO IIIIGUUoTCJIIY OFFie!
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"-'IILQ. CCLOlllAOO l1aaz-4al
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Const:-uc":ion and Oce!"ations Divis i on
-

Requlato~l Br~nch

Mr. Duane L. Johnson
Natural R.sou:-:es Conse!"Vat~on Se!"Vice
655 Partet St:-.et, Room E200C
Lakewood, Colerado 80215-::17
Dear Mr. Johnson:
We have revi .....d your D!"~f': Pro 83-500 Wate!"sh.= ?lan Environmental Assessment fo:- ~~e Limestene Graveya:-: C:-.eks
P:-oj ect in P:-CM"ers and ·Ben-c Counties, Colorado (Ac-:~Qn Ne. 1995
30322) whic~ .e received or. July 27, 19,5. The tol:cM"i~q
comments a:-e o!te:-ed.
a. Paqe 60, ·It is not anticipa·ted that any h~.::al pe!":lli ts
will be need.d to install ~. proj.c': ••.. • - P::~~ice. to b.
install.d tor the proj.ct a~d which could require a S.ction 4('4
pL"":IIit under ~e Clean Wate:- Act trom ~~e Corps ot ::::;ine.:'5 (CE)
if th.y occur in vate:-s ot the Onited State., inclu~~nq wetlands
a:-e: pipelines, land lev.lin;, and seepaqe inte:-ce:-::rs.
Exemptions by law tor aqric;,:ltural activities are q.~e!"ally not
available it the activity would conve:-t a wetland t: an upland.
Nationwide pe~its may be available to authorize ~~.s~ p::ojectsi
heweve:-, per:it use requires that tillin; or excava-:inq in wate:-s
of the Onited States must ~e minimized or avoided to ~~e maximum
extent practic1ble unless a cccpen.ation mitiqatio~ plan is
approved. Nationwide pe!":lli~ use also require. that the adverse
envi:-cr~ental effects tor a proj.c,,: must be minimal.
Fo~
example, al~~euqh pipeline con.t:-uction may be au~~c:-ized by a
nationwide pe~it, it the pipeline tr.nc~ causes dra~naqe of a
w.tland, we may condition ~~e p.r.:it wi~~ r.quireme::-:s tor
.;ecial const~~etion teatur.s .uc~ as ~,Jtot! collars to prev.nt
w.tland draina;e. This could increa.e ~~. co.ts of pipelin•••
Land lev.linq and seepaqe in~.!"ceptors may also be au":herized by
a nationwide per.=it althouq~ compensatory mitiqatio:: may be
r.quired, aqa i. increasinq ~~e costs ot the projeC":s.
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b.

Paqes 15 and 34 - State~ents are made ~~at s=all
ephemeral we~lands oc~~r within the ~rojec~ area ,
mostly alonq creek and drain bot~oms and ~~at since ~~e proje~
a~ions will occur wit!lir: irriqated cropland, ~'1·e ac~ions will ...
not attec~ ~~e wetlands. We teel that this u~:ersta~.s ~'1e
L~ent ot wetlancs in ~~e region and their lccation, especially
~all isolated wetlands whic~ are located wi~~in existinq tields.
If National Wetland I nver:~o~l maps were used t: detar:ine ~'1e
amount and typical locati ons of wetlands, you shoulc be a~are
that the mappinq in ~~is regi on has a qood pctential tor wetland
omi ssion becausa of the age, e~ulsion, scale, and d~! year
photoqraphy whic~ the maps were based on. We are a~.;a=. of at
l e as~ ~JO wetlands (1- t : 2-acre-size) in the reqic~ whic~ are
not shown on ~~e NWI ma~s . We do not know the e~.~~ ot omission
of suc~ wetl ands, but ~ ~e Prowers and Bent Cc~~ty Scil Su=veys
shows that the p.oject araa is within the Rocky For:·NepestaNuma, Las-Glendive , Las Apishapa-Bankard, anc Rocky :cr~-~uma
soil associations and these associations inclu:e the ~ap units
which are listed a navinq hydric status in Na~ural Resources
Conservation Se~'ice's (NRCS) OS/21/93 C ompre~ensive Eydric Soils
List. This indicat es to us that hydric soils and we~:ar.cs may be
present ~~ouqhout the pro j ect area and not just alor:g streams.
We recoqnize ~~a t the NRCS makes a distin~io~ betMe.r: natural
wetlands and ~'1ose ter:ed a~iti c ial wetlands and ~~a~ ~'1e C!
coes not . Wi thout knowir:q ~~e extent ot wetlar:ds ir. ~'1e proje~
area, we cannot c:llUllent tm ~~e number ot Se~i:n 40~ cer:it
actions whic~ miqht be ne.ded to implement the projec~.
scat~.red

c . Paqe 16, "Projec~ effects on wetlands Mill ce dealt with
on a case by case basis." - Oealinq with the less of '""etlands on
a case by base basis does not allow the prospe·: tive ;:roje~
participant to know the full eftart and cost f:r whi::: they could
be responsible. A S.~i c n 40 4 permit and any r equired mitiqation
could place addi tional planninq eftorts and c:r:struc~ion costs
onto pa~icipants . Some of ~'1 is could be red~ced wi~~ t~e use ot
mitiqation bankinq or a reqionally-located sita whic:: woulc be
avail ab l e tor project mitiqation. We would be wi llir:q to work
w i ~~ you to stancardize per:it mi tiqation tor ~ r ojec~ ac~ions or
t o i denti fy acceptable mi~ i qation sites.

-~-

d. Paq~ 34, Wetlands - We aqree ~~at reducinq sedi:L~t and
pollutants e~te~inq wetlands will bene!it wetlands. The
.econdary and cumulative e!!ee~s of reducinq irriqa~ion returr.
flows to drains and .t~eams alsc n.eds to be addressed . With ·
qreate~ wate~ use efficienco!, ~'le ove~all amount of r t:.!..-:l wate~
could be reduced and the~eby reduc e the ove~all amc~~t c!
wetlands. With this unavoidable secondary adve~se e!!e~ to
wetlands, c=cp.~atory mitiga~icn for di~ect wetland losses
resultinq from Section 404 requlated activities bee::e. more
impor:ant.
Thank you for the oppor:~nit7 to review and c=c:e~t on the
project. Should you have any questions please feel f=ee to ~ite
or call Ms. Anita CUlp at (i19) 543-9459.
Sincerely,

~JrJ.~
James M. Townsend
C~ief, Southern Colc=adc
Requlatory Office

~

tbUted Stata.
Departaellt of
Agricul tura

Ra.ourca.
COI1IIarvatiOD
Sarvica

Rat~

655 Parfat Straat
Roaa r; lie
~awood, CO ~0215

-----------------------------------------------------------------

April 24, 1996

James ..f. Townsend,
Chief Southern Colorado ~atory Office
Department of the Army Corps of Enginee rs
P. O. Box 294
Pueblo, CO 81002-0284
Dear Mr . Townsend:
Thank you for your comments on the Draft ater3hed Plan and
Environmental Assessment for the Limestone-Graveyard Creeks
Watershed Project , located in Prowers and Bent Counties,
Colorado.
A revised draft plan is enclosed.
addressed as follows:

Your specific c omment3 are

Co-mant (a) paga 60 - The Permits and Compliance section in the
Rec ommended Plan has been modified. Also, a mitigation component
was included in the recommended plan section. The contracts
section has been modified to show that mitigation practices will
be included in all contracts that have practices negatively
affecting wetlands. Mitigation costs are now included in
alternatives and tables .
ant (b) Pagas 15 aDd 34 - The Wetlands discussion is under
C
the project setting and the Formulation and Comparison of
Alternatives Sections were modified to address your concerns. A
field review to ground truth the Rational Wetland Inventory was
carried out by NRCS perg~nnel.
C

ant (c) paga 16 - saa a aDd b ahova.

C

eat (4) paga 34 - saa a aDd b abova.

Also attached is a model analysis which shows that although deep
percolation will be reduced, the amount of water going back to
the river will not be reduced. Also , a mit igat ion section haa
been included that states that any wetland values lo.t will be
replaced. The landowner will be responsible to obtain any
necessary permits .
We appreciate that your agency took the time to comment on the
draft plan. We have enclosed an amended draft plan for your
review. We hope your comments have been properly addressed .
However, any additional comments will be considered. Plea.e
ret rn~. ' tional <oaR.t. to Duane Johruoo. by May 20, 19.6.

J -
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s=s

8WM-EA
Mr. Duane L. Jolmson

State

y

Conservationi.~

lfatural aesource Conse::vation Se:Nice
'55 Pa.:!ee, aoom eooc
Lakewcod, Colorado 80215-5:17

tJS!)A,

JU::

Limastone-GraveYL-:i C.-....u
Ora!:
L"'VirOl:llle::a.l AuuCIe!1t

WatL""S~

Dec Mr. Johnsen:
~ accordance wi~ our responsibilities 1l -~er ~e Rational
EnviromllEtal Policy Ac: (m::ilA) a::4 Sec:ion 30g o! ~. Clean Ai:
Ac: (OA), the aegion VII! office of ~ In'vir::::nc.ta.: Prouc:ion
Agecy has reviewed ~ 8Ul:lj ec: doC'..DII£t ..

The proposed alternative should result i:1 imp~T- water us •
• !!iciecy as well as i.mproveDle!1t. in L~ion c:ntrc1. &::d water
quality. We offer ~ following c........... t •.
ll&~. 15
(a:at1 elli~wh.re) in ~ ...lb V-l: c!::C''=':: i:u!!.catu
~ wildlife dive.ity o! the aru has b.e !m;r:-.-.d by t.:e
u_lga~ed lana whic!1 -.erves to break up the his tor-ally
exist:!.:: hoaIcgeous short -g:u. prairie ~ita~.· ilu.. fur.:~.h
data in the final doC'..mIe!1t t::l w;;or: t!1is sta~e!IIa!1t. The data
could include ~ lis:in: of the specie. and ~e
in boch

that

nu::e=.

Sl:e!l&rios.

llqe U

indicates that projec: e!!e<:u on veela::s will be
The doC'.m:e:~ ner-s to
indicate what will be done on a ease by case basis. ~e t'jfQ
III&jor i:II;ac:. to weelands li.~y to oc:-.1:' as a nsul: c· t!l.is
proj.c: L-' direc: 10.. as a result of fUl...n: the n'::a.:u! as
par: of land lrre1in: activiei.. a::4 rw.1uced disc!l&r;e to
. .tlaz:ds as a result of water III&Zl&geDe!!t &C1:ivieiu. !ot.ll of
~se ac:i
ties could have significant ~""Se e!fe~:9.
~-.s.e'.!

em a case by case buis.

'nle doc:w:l£t indicates ~t ~.... should net be aelerse
wee anc!s impac:s as a result of t!:e Pr.ljec:. !c::.!1 n;. ' s a::d
Des ' . 1<=9 tL~ L"tper:.ece with ~ ~loral!o Cver sa.:i:1i:y
prc.g .. a::I has int!:.ated ~t t!:e ac:ivit:'e. propcse'.! "':..1.1. result 1:
wetlu.c! 10..... We requ.s~ t2t you re-evalua:. 101.:.:' c=clusi=em wet1a::c! il:r;:a.c: to i!:dica:e hew III&..."Y ac:=u 0: nt1'-" los. r-ll
oc::".!%', weat ty;e ot vet1u.c!s will be los~, t!:e f".mc::':-..s and
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values to be lost, and the pr:pcs~ mit~:ation tor t~· losses.
On page n, it is indicatr- that la.z:t! leveliil~ w~ll ocC".lr on
over 3,000 acres vithin the project cea. This Se«::S to be a
b.:.gh pe:clmcage ot the project cea a:d could result in :ujor
wetlands impacts. Please inc!icate hew e=e l.1m1 leveling &nL! over
7, 000 s~age interc~tors prc;ose<! w:'ll ilIIpact wetla..:ds. Also,
should there be much ~d tor .eepa~e il:.terceptors i! the
propos~ water mana~emen - practices ce e!tective?

The -document indicates that the pote!ltially iDq:roved wate:
quality may ruult in improved tishe~es. The doc:ume:1t should
provide a water balance which i!ldicates that the proj ect 1zu!uced
tlow reduc t os vill not el i m·-ate ~ available tis~ habitat.
EPA ppreciat es the oppor:unity to review the ~ject
document and all t!1e etfort which e:t bto oe prepa:ation ot
it. It y ou have any questions, 11e& • contact carl Eeskett ot my
scatt, at (303) 293-1557.

S~<el::~~ ~

~--

,

J. William Geise, Jr .
Acting CUe!
Envirotmle!1tal Assesc.e!1t Brane
Water Ma::ageme!lt Division
cc:

Te~

Skadeland, BRSC Colorado State Biologist , State Ot!ice
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uni t ed State.
Department of
Agriculture

Natural Re.ource.
Con.ervation
Service

655 Parfet Street
Room B200C
akawood, CO 80215

April 24, 1996
J . Wil ).iam Geise , J r ., Acting Chief, EA Branch
Env i r onmental Protection Agency, WMD
9t9 18th Street, Suite 500
enver, CO 802 02- 2466
Dear Mr. Geise:
Thank you for your comments on the Draft Wate rshed Plan and
Environmental Assessment for the Limestone-Graveyard Creeks
Watershed Project, located in Prowers and Bent Counties,
Colorado.
A r evised draft plan is enclosed .
addressed as follows:

Your specific ccmments are

Page 15 (and e1.ewhere) - Stntements on the subject of wildlife
diversity of t he a rea being improved by the irrigated lands is a
statement of opini on . Since it has litt~e bearing on the
proj ect , we have doc i ded to delete the statement throughout the
plan . We have incl uded a list of Endangered and Threatened
Animals a nd Plane s.
Page 16 Effec t. on We landa - Discussions under t he Project
Setting and he ormulation and Comparison of Alternative
Sect i ons were odified to address these concerns. Also, a
mi tigation component was included in the Recommended Plan Section
as we l l as in the Contracting Section .
Page 67 - Indic~ te. t .ow land leveling and •• p age interceptor.
will aff" et the _tland.
Seepage i nterceptors have been deleted
from the p l an . Discussions under the project setting and the
Formulat i on and Comparison of Alternative Sections were modified
to address these possible wetland effects due to project action .
A Mitigation Section was inserted in the Recommended Plan
Section, which wi l l be used to address impacts. Mitigation costs
we re included for offsetting any loss of wetland values on a
value for value basis. The mi t ~gat·on strategy considered all
practice s t o be implemented that could affect wetlands. No land
l eveling wil l be approved where wetlands would be negatively
a f fe c ted .
The docwaent indicate. that the improved _ter quality _y
improve fi.herie. and habitat. various f i eld scale mode l s were
used f o r on-farm water analysis (see Appendix C). All model runs
a s s ociated with the recommended plan show reduced deep
percolat ion but no reduc tion in water returning to the river. A
s ummary i s attache~ s howing effects of the Recommended Plan on
dee p ~e x co l at i on and ru~off .

We appreciate that your agency took the time to comment on the

draft plan. We have enclosed an amended draft p l an for your
review . We hope your comments have been properly addressed.
However, any additional comments will be considered. Please
re
any dd · i al comments to Duane Johnson by May 20, 1996.

Enclosure

'-
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Mr. Duane L. Johnson
State Conservationist
USDA. NRCS
655 Panel, Room F200c
Lakewood, CO 80215-551 7
RE: Arkan:;as River, Limestone-Gravey and Creeks Watershed Project

Dear Mr. Johnson:
We have reviewed the draft Watershed Plan-Environmental Asses.qnent ("plan-EA") for be
above referenced PL 83-566 project which you provided by your leae:r dated JUDe 14, 1995. We
ItJPlecilre the effons of USDA ItId !be Naural Resources Conset"Y8tion Service (NRCS) in
worIdDg with loa! producers to improve imption systemS ~ regional water quality. We hope
that the NRCS receives the ConpessiOilll ItJPiOptiatiOns necesvry to provide the fedcral costsharing dolWs that will allow Ibis project to move ahead. The Colorado Water Conservation
Board may be able to assist local procIucets in financing their share of project costs.
We have several specific c:oncetns and/or comments that should be addu:ssed by NRCS
before fina!jzjng the pian-EA I1IIi before the NRCS considers adtninimative approval of the
project:
1.
The discussion of the Atbnsas River Compact foUild 11 the top of page 27 does not
adequa!ely explain the obliptioas I1IIi eDtit1eme111S aovemed by the Comp&t. aor does it

adeqUllely reflect the sipificance ofUlc oaaoiDa litipDon in the C. S. Supreme Court between
the sateS of Kamas I1IIi Colorado. To !be CX1eDt the ptoposed project alters bistorical water use
pIlIa1IS in the basin there are poteDtiaI Compact issues which Deed to be better explaiDed ItId
coasidered in the report. We suggest the NRCS I1IIi the Colorado Soil Conservation Board work
dim:tly with Ms. Weady Weiss of !be Colorado Atromey Geueta!'s Office in cIevelopina
IanauaP which properly desClibes those Compact issues IIld is consistent with Colorado' S
CompKt obliptions.
On page 5 the NRCS sugesu dill there are DO ceas of COiIIrOversy. We believe thIl
unless the Compact issues are c:lrefully malyzed and reconciled there is the potential for fmure
controversy.

2.

'1//1;/'1 '

Mr. Duane L. Johnson
August 3, 1995

Page Two
3.
On page S the NRCS states that the "irrigation deficiency of 107,000 ac-ft will be reduced
so that there will be a nearly adequaIe water supply.· We do not find sufficient information in
me plan-EA to fully understand how this is possible and suggest that NRCS summarize its
analysis of water supply impactslbenefits in a concise water b!!dget table. GeneralizatiOtts such
as the quoted language pose possible conflicts with the Arkansas River Compact.
4.
We are unaware of any impacts to irrigation use of Arkansas River water due to selenium
andlor uranium. The discussion at pages 22-25 appears to suggest otherwise. Please clarify this
discussion and provide us with any additional information which e.'qllains agricultural damages
from these contaminants. We have always assumed that the main concern as to agricultural water
quality is IDS which the plan-EA tends to down play.

s.

The discussion of sediment control on page 27 states pollutants from the project area
"eventually end up in multi-purpose reservoirs downstream." We are unaware of any such
reservoirs. The tim mainstem reservoirs below the stUdy area are in the Ponca City and Tulsa
Oldahoma areas. Between Garden City and Dodge City, Kansas the river is effectively nonexistt:nt due to the excessive well pumping over-draft in Kansas impaaing this reach. In light
of these filets it is unclear what NRCS is referring to. A similar starement on page 46 as to
"increased reservoir life" IS a downstream benefit is questionable if not inaccurate.

Thank you for the oppommity to review the plan-EA. We hope our comments are
collSllUCtive and useful, and lead to an improved final plan. We loc.X forward to working with
the NRCS, other state agencies, and the local irrigaIiOtts in the implementation of this project.

Daries C. Lile
Director
SM/OCLIlm
cc:

run Lochhead
Dennis Montgomery
David Robbins
Hal Simpson
Steve Witte
Wendy Weiss

Dan Parker
Gene Jencsok
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t7nited State.
Department of
Agriculture

Natural Re.ource.
Con.ervation
Servi ce

655 Parfet Street
B200C
Lakewood, CO 80215
ROnlll

April 24, 1996
Daries C. Lile, Director
Colorado Water Conservation Board
Department of Natural Res ~urces
721 State Centennial Bui lding
1313 Sherman Street
Denver , CO 80203
Dear Mr. Lile:
Thank you for your comments on the Draft Watershed Plan and
Environmental Assessment for the Limestone-Graveyard Creeks
Watershed Project, located in Prowers and Bent Counties,
Colora do.
A revised draft plan is enclosed.
addressed as follows:

Your specific comm _nts are

1. Di.cu•• ion on Arkan.a. River Compact on Pa~e 27. The
di scussion on the Compact has been changed in the Water Quantity
portion of the Problems and Opportunities Section to reflect
input received from the Colorado Attorney General's Office .
The Formulation and Comparison of Alternatives Section was
modified to st~te that no change in water diversions due to
project action will occur at the point of diversion nor at the
Canal, lateral or field ditch level .
2 . Comment on Page 5 on Area. of Controveray. No areas of
controversy arose during planning at public scoping and other
public meetings. Concerns were inc luded on page 5.
3 . Pa~e 5 irrigation deficiency of 107,000 acre feet. Incorrect
number _ . inaerted in narrative. Appendix C contains a
discussion of methods and various field scale models for on-farm
water analysis used for the Recommended Alternatives. All model
runs associated with the recommended plan show reduced deep
percolation but no reduction in water returning to the river. A
summary is attached showing effects of the Recommended Plan on
deep percolation and runoff.
... Page 22-25 Seleniua/Uraniua " TDS end irri~tion u.e.
Add footnotes P . 22 after • . .. ground-water sites,· and the
complete citation after the third footnote at the end of the
section . The water qual i ty portion of the problems opportunity
section include footnotes on the potent i al effects of
selenium/uranium on agriculture .
4/ Selenium in Agriculture, Agriculture Ha.n dbook No. 200,
1961 the draft plan .
5/ Aquatic Cycling of Selenium; United State Department of
the Interior , USFWS LEAFLET 12, 1987
6/ Selenium in Agriculture and the Env ironment, Soil Science

Society of America, Special

Publi c ~ti on

#23, 1990 .

(Insert on P . 19 be fore the sec ond paragraph )
Sel e nium is an element which is subject to bioaccumulation in the
food chain . Selenium becomes c oncen trat ed in green plan ts a s it
takes up irrigation water . As drains within the i L'r igation
Iystem pick up water , selenium c oncentrations bec ume very hi gh.
" he water from t hese d r ains is reused f or irriga~ion and
_ivestock throughout the wat ershed.
We do agree that TOS is one of the m&in concerns . However , when
developing a PL-S66 project , any water quality object i ves ~ust
meet Stat e and EPA Standards. Since there are no TOS Sta e e
Standards for Water Quality fo r Agriculture, we were not abl e to
use TOS reduction as ~ l objective . We do feel however, that the
same practices will help improve water quality from reduced ms.
5 . Pag. 27 and 46 - Pollutant. fram Proj.ct ar.a .ventually end
up in multi-purpo •• r ••• rvoir.. Statement has been deleted in
both locations. NRCS feels that some pol luta n ts will eventually
reach the reservoirs downstream in Kansas during high runoff
years. We do agree that it is not significant and therefore
should be deleted .
We appreciate that your agency took the time to comment on the
draft plan. We have enclo ~ed an amended draft plan for your
review. We hope your comments have been properly addressed.
However, any additional comments will be considered . Please send
any additional written comments to Duane Johnson by May 20, 1996.
Thank You .

ist
Enclosure

D'1'l1RAL

USOOltCES
COllSERV1TION
ERVICE

SOBJECT :

Limestone Graveya=d P.L.-S6o
Projec-:

TO:

Lae Carlson
Colorado S":ate Supervisor
u.s. Fi sh ~d Wildlite Service
730 Simms, Rm. 290
Golden, Colorado 80401

'55 PARrET STREET
ROOK E200C
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215-5517
(303) 23'-2913

DATE: 6 March 1995

This letter is a request tor intormation on endangered species
tound in the Limestcne-Graveyar: project area as per early,
intormal consultation under Section 7 ot the Endangered Specie.
Act.
The Natural aesources Conservation Service (NaCS) in Colorado is
planning a P.L.-S66 project in Eastern Bent and Western Prowers
Counties in Southeast Colorado (see attaclled map). The watershed
consists ot 59,250 acres encompassing most ot the land be~_eL~
the Fort Lyon canal, the Arkansas River, the Prowers Arroyo, and
the Pleasant Valley Drain. Land use in the watershed is 7st
i=igated cropland. our project will be c l"lntined to these acre••
The goals ot our project are to improve water quality, to
increa.e water quantity, and to reduce irrigation induced soil
erosion in the watershed through installation ot irrigation water
manag_ent and ilIIprov_ant practice.. A complete breakdown ot
the planned practices is listed in Table l. The expected effects
ot practice installation include improving irrigation etticiency
t=om the current 24' to 4B', reducing deep percolation by 25',
and reducing erosion by 8Bt. In addition, we expect increased
st=eam flows and le.s leaching ot salts because ot more timely
and etticient water application.
Hore .pacitically, we expect to benetit wildlite by increasing
t.':!e amount ot c=op residue lett on the .oil surtace over winter
and by improving water quality (le•• salts and .ei:1il11ent) in the
drainage. leaving the watershed. A negative ettect on wildlite
will be 10.. ot a 82&11 nuaber ot irrigation induced wetlands
that result trom leaking, unlined ditche.. Th. .e wetlands
consist ot narrow, brushy and grassy corridors alonq the ditch. .
and a tew wet areas in the cropped fields. The negative ettects
ot lo.ing these wetlands will be otfset through mitigation
acceptable to state and federal fi.h and wildlife agencie •.
If you need more intormation on this project, contact Te=i
Skadeland at 236-2913.

Duane Johnson
State Conservationist
c c wlo attachments:
Lee E. Hill, ASTC-EQ, Lakewood

Oata base is COLORADO , set is LIKEGRAVE

IMON-NAME
.!.FROG
IG, LEOPARD, PLAINS
D, RED-SPOTTED
DEFOOT , PLAINS
AMANDER, TIGER
.0, GREAT PLAINS
.0 , WOODHOUSE'S
.oEFOOT, NEW MEXICO
,CHWHIP
ER' YELLOWBELLY
KE, BLAClOfEAD, PLAINS
KE, CORN
KE, GARTER, BLACJl:NECK
KE, GAR'i'ER, PLAINS

erST COPY AVAILABLE

SCI NAME
RANA-CATESBEIANA
RANA-BLAIRI
BUFO-PUNCTATUS
SCAPHIOPUS-BOMBIFRONS
A:-!BYSTOMA-TIGRINUM .
BUFO-COGNATUS
BUFO-WOODHOUSII
SCAPIOPUS-MULTIPLICATUS
MASTICOPHIS-FLAGELLUM
CO LUBER-CONSTRICTOR
TANTILLA-NIGRICEPS
ELAPHE-GUTTATA
THAMNOPHIS-CYRTOPSIS
THAMNOPHIS-RADIX
KE, GARTER, TERRESTRIAL, WESTERN THAMNOPHIS-ELEGANS
KE, GLOSSY
ARIZONA-ELEGANS
KE, GOPHER
PlTUOPHIS-MELANOLEUCUS
KE, GROUND
SONORA-SEMIANNULATA
KE, HOGNOSE, WESTERN
HETERODON-NASICUS
KE, LINED
TROPIDOCLONION-LINEATUM
KE, LONGNOSE
RHINOCHElLUS-LECONTEI
KE, MILl\:
LAMPROPELTIS-TRIANGULUM
KE, NIGHT
HYPSIGLENA-TORQUATA
KE, WATER, NORTllERl<
NERODIA-SIPEDON
~SNAKE , STRIPED
MASTICOPBIS-TAENIATUS
UtI), EARLESS, LESSER
HOLBROOKIA-MA::t1LATA
nAIL, CHECKERED, COLORADO
CNEMIDOPHORUS-TESSELATUS
fit, GREAT PLAINS
EUMECES-OBSOLETUS
rLE, PAINTED
CHRYSEMYS-PICTA
rLE, BOX, ORNATE
TERRAPE1fE-oRNATA
rLE, MUD, YELLOW
lI:INOSTERNON-FLAVESCENS
a:, RATTLER, WESTERN
CROTALUS-VIRIDIS
rSHELL, SPINY, WESTERN
TRIONYX-SPINIFEROUS
~UNNER, PRAIRIE-LINED
CNEKIOOPHORUS-SEXLINEATUS
UU), BORNEO, TEXAS
PBRYNOSOMA-CORNUTUM
UU) , FENCE, EASTERN
SCELOPORUS-t1NDUIATUS
~LE, SNAPPING, COMMON
CBELYDRA-SERPENTINA
5 ISTRURUS-CATENATUS
IASAUGA
IRD, BORNEO , SHORT
PBRYNOSOMA-DOUGLASSII
CROTAPHYTUS-COLLARIS •
IRD, COLLARE , EASTERN
LEPOMIS-CYANELLUS
'ISH, GREEN
LEPOMIS-GIBBOSUS
'KINSEED
;, SMALLIlOUTH
MICROPTEROS-DOLOMIEUI
POMOXIS-ANNULARIS
'PIE, WRITE
MICROPTEROS-SALMOIDES
;, LARGEMOUTH
CATOSTOMUS-CATOSTOMUS
~, LOHGNOSE
LEPOMIS-BUMILIS
'ISH, ORANGESPO''I)j~.&:I''I'"t~ED
POMOXIS-NIGROMACULATUS
'PIE, BLAClI:
CATOSTOMUS-COMMERSONI
CER, WHITE
CAMPOSTOMA-ANOMALVM
rEROLLER, CENTRAL
HYBOPSIS-GRACILIS
I, FLATHEAD
CYPRINUS-CARPIO
" COMMON
PHENACOBIUS-MIRABILIS
row, SUClCERMOUTH
PlMEPHALES-PROMELAS
row, FATHEAD
ICTALURUS-PUNCTATUS
'ISH, CHANNEL

)ARTER, ARKANSAS

ETHEOSTOMA-CRAGINI

~S,

MORONE-CHRYSOPS

'ERCH, YELLOW
rAU.EYE

ESOX-LUCIUS
PERCA-FLAVESCENS
STIZOSTEDION-VITREUM

WHITE
•
a LLI FIS H, PLAINS
1I1O'", NORTHERN

FUNDULUS- ZEaRlNUS
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!MON-NAME
)UT , ctrrrHROAT, YELLOWSTONE
)UT, RAINBOW
,HER, SAND
:.LHEAD, BLACK
:.LHEAD , BROll""
r, PALLID
1ISTRELLE, WESTERN
lTIS, SMALL-FOOTED
)TIS, YUMA
)SSOM, VIRGINIA
~ , BROWN, BIG
.sEL, LONG-TAILED
: , RED

lINE
ICAT
IX

IGER
'OTE
:, GRAY
iNK, STRIPED
:, SWIFT
'S E , POCKET, HIS1'ID
'IRREL, GROUND, THIRTEEN-LINED
'HER, POClCET, YELLOW-FACED
IRREL, ROCK
IRIE DOG, BLACK-TAILED
, KAl~GAROO, ORO'S
HER, roClCET, PLAINS
IRREL , FOX
\fER

SE, POClCET, PLAINS
SE, POCKET, SILKY
IRREL, GROUND, SPO'DN'I~"'lTE'D
KRAT
SE, GRASSHOPPER, NORTHERN
, NORWAY
SE, HARVEST, WESTERN
SE, PINYON
SE , HARVEST , PLAINS
SE, HOOSE
, COTTON, BISPID
DRAT, WRITE-THROATED
SE, WHITE-FOO'l'ED
DRAT, SOUTHERN PLAINS
SE , DEER
SE, BROSH
DRAT, EASTERN
ICRABBIT , BLACK-TAILED
rONTAIL, DESERT
rONTAIL, EASTERN
ICRABBI T , WHITE-TAILED
l , MOLE
fGHORN
l, WHITE-TAILED
)N , BWE, LI'l"l'LE

BEST COpy AVAILABLE

S ::I-NAME

SALMO-CLARKI**
SALMO-GAIRDNERI
NOTROPIS-STRAHl NEUS
ICTALOROS-KELAS
ICTALOROS-NEBOLOSUS .
ANTROZOOS-PALLIDOS
PIP:STRELLOS-HESPEROS
MYOTIS-LEIBII
MYOTIS-YUMANENSIS
DIDELPHIS-VIRGINIANA
EPTESlCUS-~SCUS

MUSTELA-FRENATA
VOLPES-VOLPES
MUSTELA- ERMINEA
FELIS-RtiFOS
MUS~'ELA-VISON

TAX DAE-TAXOS
CANIS-LATRANS
OROCYON-ClNEREOARGENTEUS
MEPHITIS-MEPHITIS
VOLPES-VELOX
PEROGNATBOS- HISPlDOS
SPERMOPHILVS - TRIDECEMLINEATOS
PAPPOGEOMYS-CASTANOPS
SPERMOPHILVS-VARIESATOS
CYNOMYS-LODOVICIANUS
DlPODOMYS-oRDll
GEOMYS-BORSARIOS
SCIOROS-SCroROS NIGER
CASTOR-CANADENIS
PEROGNATBOS-FLAVESCENS
PEROGNATBOS-FLAVOS
SPERMOPHILVS-SPlLOSOMA
ONDATRA-ZIBETHICUS
ONYCHOMYS-LEOCOGASTER
RA'l"l'OS-NORVEGlCUS
REITBROOONTOMYS-MEGALOTIS
PEROMYSCUS-TROEI
REITBROOONTOMYS-MONTANOS
MUS-MOSCULVS
SIGMOOON-HISPlDOS
NEOTOIIA-ALBlGULA
PEROMY~CUS-LEVCOPOS

NEOTOIIA-MICROPOS
PEROMYSCUS-MANlCULATOS
PEROMYSCUS-BOYLII
NEOTOMA-FLORIDANA
LEPOS-CALIFORNlCUS
SYLVILAGUS-AODOBONII
SYLVILAGUS-FLORIDANUS
LEPOS-TOWNSENPII
OOOCOILEUS-REKIONOS

ANTILOCAPRA-AMERICANA
OOOCOILEUS-vrRGINIANOS
EGRE'l"l'A-CAERULEA

GREBE, EARED

GREBE, RED-NECKED
GREBE, PIED-BILLED
GREBE, HORNED
EGRET, CATTLE
BITTERN, AMERICAN

PODICIPEDS-NIGRICOLLIS
PODICEPS-GRISEGENA
PODILYKBUS-PODICEPS
PODICEPS-AURITUS
BUBULCUS-IBIS
BOTAURUS-LENTIGINOSOS

a base is COLORADO, set is LIME GRAVE
ON-NAME
ON, NIGHT, BLACX-CROWNED
CAN, WHITE, AMERICAN
ORANT, DOUBLE-CRESTED
SNOWY
WESTERN
IrTlrilH , LEAST
BWE, GREAT

SCI-NAME
NYCTICORAX-NYCTICORAX
PELECANOS-ERYTBRORHYNCHOS
PHALACROCORAX-AORITUS
EGRETTA-TBOLA
AECHKOPBORUS-oCCIDENrALIS
IXOBRYCBOS-EXILIS
AROEA-RERODIAS
BOTORIDES-S?RIATUS
PLEGAOIS-CHIHI
ANAS-ACOTA
ANSER-ALBIFRONS
BRANTA-CANADENSIS
BUCEPIaLA-CLANGULA
ANAS-CRECCA
CHEN-CAEROLESLENS
AYTHYA-AMERICANA
AYTHYA-AFFINIS
MERGUS-MERGANSER
BUCEPBAIA-ALBEOLA
OXYORA-JAMAICENSIS
ANAS-PLATYRBYNCHOS
AlIAS-DISCORS
...NAS-STREPERA
ANAS-CYANOPTERA
ANAS-AMERICANA
ANAS-CLIPEATA
LOPBODYTES-COCOLIATOS
BOTEO-SWAINSONI
AQOILA-CBRYSAETOS
FALCO-IlEXICANOS
BOTEO-UGALIS
CIRCOS-cYANEOS
CATBARTES-AORA
ICTINIA-MISSISSIPPIENSIS
BUTEO
HALIAEETOS-LEOCOCEPHALOS
BUTEO-LAGOPOS
FALCO-SPARVERIOS
NUMENIUS-AMERICANOS
ACTITIS-MACOLARIA
BARTlWlIA-LONGlCAODA
PBALAROPOS-TRICOLOR

N, GREEN-BACXED
S , WHITE-FACED
AIL, NOR'l'llERlf
SE, WHITE-FRONTED, GREATER
SE, CANADA
ENEYE, COMMON
, GREEN-WINGED
SE, SNOW

HEAD
UP, LESSER
GANSER, COMMON
FLEHEAO
Je, RUDDY
, a WE- WINGED
ALL
, CINNAMON
EON, AMERICAN
VELER, NOR'l'llEllN
SER, BOODED
, SWAINSON'S
LE,GOLDEN
N, PRAIRIE
, FERRUGINOUS
ER, NOR'l'BERN
1'URE, TOlUtEY
, MISSISSIPPI
, RED-TAILED
LE, BALD
, ROUGH-LEGGED
L, AMERICAN
, LONG BILLED
PIPER, SPOrtED
PIPER, OPLAND
OPE, WILSON'S
E, COMMON
lTE, NOR:t1lERH
, AMERICAN
, IIOONTAIN
EER
L, SCALl::D
, WHOOPING
RIE-CHICKEN, LESSER

G,aIPMAGO-GALLIMAGO

ANT, RING-NECXED
, AMERICAN
tuu~ , COMMON
, VIRGINIA
Y, WILD

BEST COpy AVAILABLE
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V

COLlNOS-VIRGINIANOS
UCORVIROSTRA-AMERICANA
CHARAORIOS-IIONTAUS .
CHARAORIOS-VOClFERUS
CALLIPEPLA-SQUMATA
GRUS-AMERICANA
TYMPANOCBOS-PALLIDICINCTt1S
PBASIANOS-COLCBICOS
FOLICA-AMERICANA
GALLIN'TIA-alI.OROPOS
RALLUS-LIMICOLA
MELEAGRIS-GALLOPAVO

STILT, BLACK-NECKED
SORA
GULL, 'CALIFORNIA
GULL, HDUUNG
, BLACl{
GULL, GLAUCOUS

HIMANTOPUS-MEXICANUS
PORZANA-CAROLINA

LARUS-CALIFORNICUS
LARUS-ARGENTATUS
CHLIDONIAS-NIGER

LARUS-HYPERBOREUS

~I

a ba •• is COLORADO, .et is LIMEGRAVE

ON-NAME
, RING-BILLED
, LEAST

, FORSTER'S
KOO, YELLOW-BILLE~
, SHORT-EARED
, SCREECH, COMMON
, GREAT-HORNED
, ROCK
, BARN, COMMON
KOO, BLACK-BILLED
, BURROWING
, LONG-EARED
RUNNER, GREATER
DPECXER, HAIRY
HTRAWX, COMMON
FT, CHIMNEY
DPECKER, DOWNY
DPECKER, RED-BELLIED
DPECKER, LADDER-BACKED
CKER, NORTHERN
NGBIRD, BROAD-TAILED
DPECKER, RED-HEADED
NGBIRD, BLACK-CHINNED
GFISHER, BELTED
DPECXER, LEWIS'
W, BANK

W, BARN
, HORNED
W, CLIFF
W, ROUGH-WINGED, NOP~
TCH, WHITE-BREASTED
HER, CURVE-BILLED
, BEWICK'S
CXAOEE, BLACK-CAPPED
~, CANYON
.
, HOUSE
HER, BROWN
BI RD, GRAY
NGBIRD
, MARSH

, ROCK
0, WARBLING
NG, EUROPEAN
0, BELL'S
XE, LOGGERHEAD
0, RED-EYED
SBEAX, EVENING
OW, HOUSE
IRD, BROWN-HEADED
FINCH , AMERICAN
CXSIRD, BREWER'S
CXLE, COMMON
KIN, PINE
CH. HOUSE
• CHIHUAHUAN

BEST COpy AVAIL ABl [

SCI-NAME
LARUS-OELAWARENSIS
STtRNA-ALBIFRONS
STERNA-FORSTERI
COCCYZUS-AMERlCANUS
ASIO-F·' 'IMEt]S
OTUS-ASIC,
BUBO-VIRGINIANUS
COWMBA-LIVIA
TYTO-ALBA
COCCYZUS-ERYTHROPTHALMUS
ATHEtlE-CUNICULARIA
ASIO-QTUS
GEOCOCCYX-CALIFORNIANUS
PICOIDES-VILLOSUS
CHORDElLES-MINOR
CHAETURA-PELAGlCA
PlCOIDES-PUBESCENS
MELANERPES-CAROLINUS

PICOIDES-SCALARIS
COLAPTES-AURATUS
SELASPHORUS-PLATYCERCUS
MELANERPES-ERYTHROCEPHALUS

ARCHILOCHUS-ALEXANDRI
CERYLE-ALCYON
MELANERPES-LEWIS
RIPARIA-RIPARIA
HIRUNDO-RUSTlCA
EREMOPHlLA-ALPESTRIS
HIRUNDO-PYRRHONOTA
STELGlDOPTERYX-SERRIPENNIS
SITTA-CAROLINENSIS
TOXOSTOKA-CURVIROSTRE
THRYOMANES-BEWICXII
PARUS-ATlUCAPILLUS
CATHERPES-MEXICANUS
TROGLODYTES-AEDON
TOXOSTOKA-RUFUM
DUHttELLA-CAROLINENSIS

MIMUS-POLYGLOTTOS
CISTOTHORUS-PALOSTRIS
SALPINCTES-QBSOLETUS
VIREO-GILWS
STURNUS-VULGARIS

VIREO-BELLII
LANIUS-LDDOVICIANUS
VIREO-QLIVACEOUS
COCCO'1HRAUSTES-VESPERTlNUS
PASSER-OOMESTlCUS
MOLOTHRUS-ATER
CARDUELIS-TRISTIS
EUPHAGUS-CYANOCEPHALUS

QUISCALDS-QUISCULA
CARDUELIS-PINUS
CARPODACUS-MEXICANUS
CORWS-CRYPTOLEUCUS

WEBIRD , MOUNTAIN
OW, AMERICAN

GPIE , BLACK-BILLED
AY, PINYON
AY, BWE
VEN, NORTHERN

SIALIA-CDRRU~OIDE5

CORVUS-BRACHYRHYNCHOS
PICA-PICA
GYMNORHlNUS-CYANOCEPHALU5
CYANOCITTA-CRISTATA
CORVUS-CORAX

9)

ta ba •• 1s COLORADO, .et 1s LIMEGRAVE
SCI-NAME
POLIOPTILA-CAERULEA
SIALIA-SIALIS
TURDAS-MIGRATORIUS
CHONDESTES-GRAMMACUS
CALCARIUS-MCCOWANII _
AMMODRAMUS-SAVANNARUM
AMPHISPIZA-BELLI
AGELAIUS-PHOENICEUS
AIMOPHILA-RUFICEPS .
CALCARIUS-LAPPONlCUS
AIMOPHILA-CASINII
CARDINALIS-CARDINALIS

BEST COpy AVA ILABLE

DENDROI ~-PETECHIA

PASSERCULUS-SANDWICHENSIS
ICTERUS-GALBULA
MELOSPIZA-LINCOLNII
PASSERELLA-ILIACA
PIPILO-ERYTHROPHTHALMUS
PIPILO-FUSCUS
SPIZELLA-PUSILLA
ZONOTRICHIA-LEUCOPHRYS
XANTHOCEPHALUS-XANTHOCEPHALUS
STURNELLA-NEGLECTA
POOECETES-GRAMINEA
SPIZELLA-PALLIDA
SPIZELLA-ARBOREA
SPIZA-AMERICANA
ZONOTRICHIA-ALBlCOLLIS
ZENAIDA-MACROURA
GEOTHLYPIS-TRICHAS

united Stat ••
Dapart3Mnt of

Agricul tur.

Natural R•• ourc ••
Ccma.rvatiol1
S.rvic.

655 Parf.t Str•• t

Room .:ZOOC
Lakewood. CO 80215

April 26, 1996

Perry D. Olson, Director
Colorado Division of Wildlife
6060 Broadway
Denver, 00 80216
Dear Perry :
Enclosed is a copy of the revised draft Watershed PlanEnvironmental Assessment (plan-EA) for Limestone-Graveyard creeks
Watershed, Colorado, prepared under authority of the Watershed
Protection and Flood Prevention Act (Public Law 83-566) and in
accordance with .ection 10 (2) (c) of the National Environmental
Pol i cy Act of 1969 (Pubiic Law 91-190). The final plan-EA may be
approved administratively.
that comments be received by Duane Johnson,
ist , on or before May 20, 1996.

Enclosure
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5-10-96

Bruc. Goforth
Colorado Division of Wildlife
2126 N. Wetler
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

For WIldlife For ptoplt

Mr . Duane L. Johnson

State Cons.rvationist
Natural Resourc.s Conservation S.rvice
655 Parfet Str.et, Room E200C
Lak.wood, CO 80215
RB : Revised Draft of Watershed Plan-Environmental Assesament for
Limestone-Graveyard Creeks Watershed, Colorado
Dear Mr. Johnson:
The ~olorado Division of Wildlife (COOW) is in r.c.ipt of the abovti
r.fer.nc.d plan and off.rs the following comments:
• This plan _y have wat.r quality benefits for the Arlc&naas
River through incr.a.ed r.turn flow., and higher water quality via
reduced .alinity, heavy metal., .tc.
How.ver, it appear. that
small _tlands throughout the proj .ct will be lo.t in providing
th••• ben.fit.. COON would like to ••• a quantification of th•••
anticipated w.tland los •••.
•
Individually, w.tland 10•••• _y be small and their
conver.ion made po•• ibl. without mitigation via the u.e of • OS
Al:my Corp. of Engineer, Nationwide Permit.
How.ver, on a
cumulative
ba.is
(thrcughout
the
project) ,
the
_tland
lo•••• /impact. _y be sub.tantial, requiring an Individual '0'
P.rmit . An analy.i. quantifying total anticipated wetland 10••••
• hould be provided. In addition to this quantification, a propo.al
for mitigating wetland lo.ses .hould be provided.
•
Wetland/riparian habitat i. the rich•• t habitat type in
Colorado, providing important life cycle functions for at l.ast 80
" of Colorado'. wildlife specie..
With this in mind, it is
difficult for. CDOW to understand how wildlife benefit. will be
incr.a.ed through the impl..-ntation of this proj ect .
I f wat.r
quality benefit. are projected to increase wildlife or fi.h.ry
value., IUch ben.fit. .hould be identified and compared to
anticipated wildlif./fi.hery 10•••• .
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* Water rights issues regarding potential impacts to existing
water rights and/or obligations/restraints or benefits in
consideration of the Arkansas River Compact (Colorado-Kansas
conflicts) should be discussed.
With the forgoing points of concern in mind. COOW suggests that the
project. as described to date. is incomplete. Until such time as
a more thorough analysis of wetland. wildlife. and water
rights/quality project effects can be provided to determine the net
canefits or impacts to wildlife. COOW must withhold support for
this project..
COOW appreciates the opportunity to provide COllllleIlts on this
project.
If you have questions about the~e comments or wish to
further discuss COOW· s concerns for willdlite and water issues.
please call me at 719-473-2945. ext. 224.

Sincerely.

~~
. .~~
~~
/'

Bruce Goforth
/
Sr. Wildlife Bi / ' -agist
J

cc. Bob Towry
Ron Desilet
Mel De Pra
Doug Krieger
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TO:

Bruce Goforth
Colorado Division of Wildlife
2126 N. Weber
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

RoomE2OOC
'lkl ccd, CO

802'~"'7
3Q3 236-2_
3Q3 236-218e • FAX

RE:

Revised Draft of Watershed Plan-Environmental Assessment for
Limestone-Graveyard Creeks Watershed, Colorado

This is to respond to your concems that you expresses to NRCS involving our
Environmental Assessment and Plan for the Limestone-Graveyard Watershed. Please
review and let me know by July 12, 1996 if you have and disagreements with our
Atsponses to your concems.
DOW COMMENT 1
This plalll may have water quality benefib for the Arkansas River through increased
Attum flows, and higher water quality via reduced salinity, heavy metals, etc. However,
it appears that small wetlands throughout the project will be lost in providing these
benefits. CDOW would like to see a quantification of these anticipated wetland losses.
NRCS RESPONSE

It is not possible to quantify potential wetland losses because it is not known wheAt
practices will be implemented at this time. AI. stated on page 41 of the plan, mitigation
will be carried out on a case by· case basis as needed for all wetland losses. Also Attar
to pages twelve and thirty-one of the plan for wetland inventory information and
I'Qtential effected wetlands.
DOW COMMENT 2
Individually, some wetland losses may be small and their conversion made possible
without ,mitigation via the use of a US Army Corps of Engineer, Nationwide Permit.
However, on a cumulative buis (throughout the project), the wetland losseslimpacts
may be substantial, requiring an Individual 404 Permit. An analysis quantifying total
anticipated wetland losses should be provided. In addition to this quantification, a
proposal for mitigating wetland losses should be provided.
ThI ....... " .. Dl owCOl_ '" , ...,.. ................ . .
tMAIMrtc8n ..... to ow _ _ ...... a..a LF_ on prtnIiI . . . .

Page 2
NRCS RESPONSE
As stated in the response to your first comment, refer to page 41 of the plan, all wetland
effects will be mitigated for. This mitigation will be part of the contracting agreement
before funds can be approved. This plan has been reviewed by the Army Corps of
Engineers and all their concems have been addressed to their satisfaction in this plan.
Also note table 1 quantifies anticipated mitigation efforts.

DOW COMMENT 3
Wetland/riparian habitat is the richest habitat type in Colorado, providing important life
cycle functions for at least 80% of Colorado's wildlife species. VVIth this in mind, it is
difficult of CDOW to understand how wildlife benefits will be increased through the
implementation of this project. If water quality benefits are projeCted to increase wildlife
of fishery values, such benefits should be identified and compared to anticipated
wildlifeJfishery losses.
NRCS RESPONSE
Paragraph 4 on page 18 and paragraph 5 on page 30 will be removed from the final
document in response to your concem, however concentrations of sediment and
selenium in the Arkansas River will be reduced as a result of project action.
DOW COMMENT 4
Water rights issues regarding potential impacts to existing water rights and/or
obligations/restraints or benefits in consideration of the Arkansas River Compact
(Colorado-Kansas conflicts) should be discussed.
NRCS RESPONSE
Please note that pages 17, 30 and Appendix C all refer to issues related to the
Arkansas River Compact and potential effects from this project. Additionally, we are
working closely with other DNR agencies to insure that the project does not adversely
affect the compact.
Natural Resources Conservation Service appreciates you taking the time to review this
draft plan and I hope these responses address your concems.
Sincerely,

DUANE L JOHNSON
State Conservationist
The ........

·.CM c.CoI_'.lfanSerwtce . . . . . . .......,.,.,.". .. ...
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Bulletin 543A
Colorado State - University Cooperative Extension
Surqe irri qation can be applied aanually by alternatinq water
between two sets ot turrows. However, labor is prohibitive in
most case. because usually more than a few surqe. are needed.
In today'. typical installation, .urqe irriqation i. applied
throuqh the use of an automatic ·.urqe valve" located betw..n
two .ets of qated pipe.. Water i. alternated between the riqht
and left .ide. of the surqe valve. Therefore, for each .et of
furrow., a .erie. of on and ott time periods is created. Por
example, a turrow on one .ide ot the .urqe valve receive. water
tor 40 minute. and then water is .hut off tor 40 minutes. This
turrow will receive the second surqe of water atter one hour and
20 minutes (80 minutes). The second .urqe duration can aqain be
40 minute. or lonqer accordinq to the particular proqram used.
This process continues until the advance is complete .

Surge cydes and water advance.

1..
Cycle

cut back for the .oakinq pha.e in .urqe 1rriqation can be done
in two way.. The tirst way is to divide the flow between the ·
two .ets , which reduce. the stream .ize by 50 percent. The
.econd way is to continue to alternate the water between the two
.ets of furrow. on a short time interval, which cuts back time
and the averaqe stream size.
Figure
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Pprpoll.

To trmait IIRTC Interia eou..rvation Practic. Standard 201.

RET

F..sF OF IIRTC INTFIlIII
CONSERVATION PRACTICF
STANDAlIl 201
.
.

I1l1UGATION EROSION CONTJDL (poUACRn.AlfIDE - PM) for u.. by the ... uru

atat••.
bpinUpp pau.

F.bruary 1. 1996 .

IzIclo •• d is the IIRTC Inuria eou..rvation Practic. Standard 201. UIUGAl'ION
DlDSION CONTJDL (POUACR:fUIfIDE - PM) for us. in the v •• um atau. &10111
with aupport1lll rational. for referenc. at the .tat. offic. 1avel. Th•
• tandard ia aff.ctive until F.bruary 1. 1998. or until sup.r•• ded by an
appl1cab1a national .tandard.

Th. follovin& 1D!oraation ahall b. r.corded and r.port.d. p.r fi.ld. anuually
to the T.chnical C.nur or offic. with

.taMer"

ruponaibil1ty:

o

Location app1i.d. l.,al or oth.r de.cription of the fi.1d.

o

Size of fi.ld or tr.ataant arae .

o

Pr.cIom.nat• •011 ••rias and taxtur •.

o

IIathod d1~er•• d into the irri,ation vater and fom of PAIl
us.d (i .•.••olute. powder. block •• tc.)

o

. . . .r of .... onal PAIl appUcations .

o

. . . .r of .oils disturbanc. op.rations dur1lll the irri,ation
....on.

o

Total _unt of PAIl appU.d to the field or tr.atlMnt araa.

o

Ufactivena .. of contro1l1lll irri,ation 1ndw:.d .rosion.

o

Distanc. off fi.1d to potential recaiviq vatarbody and type
of body. IIDt1I!I 8Zty apparent aquatic .ff.cta.

For furth.r 1D!oraation or as.iatanc • • contact
In&ina.r. at (503) 414-3014 .

Larry Dawaon. IIRTC Irri,ation
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INTERIM CONSERVATION PRACTICE STANDARD

IRRIGATION EROSION CONTROL (POLYACRYLAMIDE)
Clcrel
WNTC 201-1

CONSIDERATIONS

-.

Tho eddilion of polyecrylemide to irrigeIion

om. conswvetion tr.tmeillI IUCh .. lend
1eY1iing. irrige1ion _
menegemem. reduced
1iIIIge. crop romions. etc. IhouId be UHd in
conjuncIion with 1his prledCl to control
i rigIJlion-induc. erosion,

To minimiD 01' control irrigenon-induceel soil

.0000n.

Adjustment of the concentrltionl downweni

CONomoNS WHERE PRACTICE APPlIES

from 10 ppm 1lIIY be used 10 long
.0Ii0n occurs.

II

no visible

On c:orNg81ion or furrow irrigeted lends
--=eplible to irrIgetIon-induced 1rOIion. This
pqc:Dce doee not eppIy to peel IOiII or where
lnigIJlion WMWS exceed I sodium edIorp1ion

SecondII y e;.plicllionI on untilled turro_ 1lIIY
be needed but 1lIIY not require .. high I IIt'I . .
die 11m 1llClliCl1ion.

mio (SARI of 15.

Wher. I'IMOnIbIy possIbI•• the t I i I _
COIilllilliltO PAM IhouId be UIId on cHher fields
COl' l1Dreel for I future irrigedonl.

The potyKrylwioide "'AMI will be of die enionic:
type mlllitO EPA end FDA ecryIemide
mDi_ ..... end INII be eppIIed 8CCOidiitO
to die ...... 111 of die product fOl' 1hiI 11M. UN
. . . COiifaml to, federtl. IDle. end Ioc:eI
.._. rUler.. end reguIetiona.

P..... is I fIoc:cuIIIing IgIIIt which C8I'i CIUII
depoIIlion in CIftIII....... heed diad••
. . . . . turro_. 01' cnher Ioc:aolionl where it
_
In comect with IIdlmenvledened

, ..... 'l1li be UIed during ItIie tim irrIgelion m.

.""'--=e

~lioli is COIllideieel

i4pidoal.

,.AM wlI be died to Gi 'iglJlion _
cII.-tng~ edII@nce
~

only

IIfIIH of ~ 1"lIIdOI. The

_ _ ... I» COI _ _ eeI 111 be trom

11;.". i i . hw, @!InS

IIftIII _

...

WItIrS. Down SVIIm cMoosIIion from the 11M
CIIf PAM 1lIIY require frlQUlllt cll. iiiIII' to

miIntaIn normeI

tunc:ttonl.

The • • 1Ce me C8I'i very greedy b«w Mn
(wheel PIICkIIII end eoft ro_. Both
PAM I$lCllCllioli end Irrigaion _ _
~ WCIIIIId beNfIt from 1I'ltr.IIIir!li1a1ll ~
cIff.1nI* II$IP .iltely.

11M! ro_

w:JftCld till 1M end of die furnnri 01'

CoI1JidIJ the impKts of Ina. II II in ill'''' llioh
of UII to epproximaaly 15" when PAM is

COI1'\IIIIIIIII

eppIed.

The COl_iii""" of

"ANi in irrigIJ.n . . .

8IIIIIIed INII Nit exceed 0 PI)IIIt. , . , . . . .
IIOCII ......... _ 1nC:OUI'8IIed. Mlxino, of
endIar 4S'=III... , g( . . . . . . . . . . . be'"

_dele» tlliliillldle iIIiIIIUf8cturW

f ecammllildMicw • •

SAFETY AND HeALTH
COhsider propw heIhh WId lIfetv prlC8U1ionl
_
dii to to the libel end bdUI1ry guideIIneI.
If inIIIIed In lW Q\IIi.IiIia. PAM dust C8I'i
_
c:hoIIii\9 end difficult brlMhing. A dust

_c:.wu._._, I

Ce_ .. , ...... . a . . . . . . . cufs.".' • ' g; ....... ~ T. .......
. . _ _ rt
_ _ .. _ '

I

.

~
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mall of • type recommended by lila
menufec:llnr should be used by persona
herdng IIId milling PAM. PAM IOknions CM
___ 1UIfeceI, 1IIOIs, fiC. 10 become YI/IY
IIippery when wet.
JIl.ANS AND SPEaAC~nONS

$pedllcaliolls wiI be developed lite specifically
for 1edI1CIIIIicItion. $pec:IfIca1ions for 1II11
prK1ice . . be prlPll8d for IedI field or
DWO,_ unit _cilSO U1l11e c:rIt8rIe.
ca;1IIdIi.IionI, IIId opemion IIId IIIIintenenc:e
cIeIcrtbed In this . .
Specillca~ ItIIII

_d.

be rKorded usIrsg lIIPfOYed specIftc:e1Ion
. . . . ., job Iheeu. ftIITativl stalM\laiti in the
c:ona.veIion plan, or ollllt' IClAllrebie
~il»tiGn.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Irrlgatlcwll wiI be rrOOioiUlred IIId lIIe PAM
ICIIIIIcatlcwll 10 IrrigeIion weurs wi! be
dIseoi,1ii1Ued when lIIe edvence . . . . hu t..I

CCIII'CIIeIed.

AI . . .' _ wiI be ...... Ied end " .... ,1IIi1ld
10 proltide lIIe uniform ICIIIIIcaticw. ,... •
IIIIed In cm.ta. . . .. IQUipmlnI used 10
mix IIId I&JCIIy PAM 1horoughIy with _
10
avoid fonneIion of irrDKtebie PAM reIicIuei.

NRCS. WNTC
JANUARY. 1995
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INTERIM STANDARD WNTC 201 - RATIONALE
IRRIGATION EROSION CONTROL (POLYACRYLAMIDE - PAM)
AUTHORS
The interim IUIndard IJld supporting rltional. w.... nsembled by Larry Dlwson. IrrigRon
ElIQiI_. Ken Pfeiffer. Agronomist. end Tom Spofford. Agricultur.. Engineer of !he WNTC
end irIc:orporfta commentS received from industry IJld NRCS western SUIt. during en
extensive review proc... Extensiv. input Ind comments wer. received from Robert E.
Sojb IJld Ric:hlrd D. Lanz with th. USDA·ARS. Son • Wlter MInIgernent R.....eII Unit It
Kimberly. ldlho.

PURPOSE
Irrigltion-induced .rosion hIS occurred for cenn.ri. Inc! continues todly It IIInning rites.
Erosion IJld sediment yield into strNms Ind wlterbodi. is I lignifiCint issue in ecosystem
lllsed Ictiviti• .

" - e l l of PAM use (4 yurs) in surfiC' irrigItion WltetS of IOUthem Icllho (ARS •
Kimberly) InC! other IocItions. his shown I signifiCint reduclion in field erosion end
.ediment yield. Reductions of 80-99% sediment yield .... !he norm when using 10 ppm
PAM concantrltion in !he edvInCI .,.,... of furrow irrigItion (0 ppm the IIIllnCI of !he
irrigItion).
A prlliminlry estimIt, of COlt of Ipplying PAM Is in !he neighbortIood of '4.00 (1994
1IICIIicItion. Problbly 2 lIIOIicItions will belllldld enn__1y N I
end morl would be nMded on crops with frlqUlllt tillQl DC*ltions.

COIUi) per Ic:rl per

rnnmum

CRITERIA
N _ _ ItUdiIS hIv' documInted Ihet !hi higheIt MCIment yields occur during !he first
Irrigltion on cIIturtIed soil surfIces end in !he first few hours of I given irrigItion. .....n:h
(ARS · KimbIrfy) hes docurnIntId Ihet imroduc1ion of PAM during Irrigldon on cIIturtIed
. . . . . '1111' !he surfKa soil per1icIes 1DQeIhIr. holding !him In piece end .,.,..
Raeerell end field llq)IIiellCl hive shown iWd .. effect of PAM until !he soil hes bien
diIturbIci 1QIin. This rllidull effect cIiminIshes with time.

a..s on ICJCIIk;Ilioil. rengiliQ fi.om'0 to 20 ppm. optirnll COIiC8Iibllb1 .,.,... to be 10

ppm. KimOIrIy _ _ell with VIrious IPClllclIion _!hods i . . . 1het stock IOIu1ions
provided !hi molt COl_tell! end uniform COIiC8IiUitioo1s. Dry ii1-=iliollS rlQUft marl
~ mbdng end also rIIUtIed In higher amouna of 'AM uwllPOlt off !he field in
~. l'lIiIeffect is IIssInId when dry PAM is IddId in turbulent Wlter.

There er, potentials for IUtDmIting !he _ _ .,.,... 1CJCllk;l1ion. 0nc:I!he IIICIIOxirnauI
Idvw_ pI\ese for en i i iglliGn hes bien 1&1ibIisIIId. timers could be lINd for edclllioIlII
ICJCllk;ltiQl lS ___ hiving en individuiI present 111 Ihut !he PAM off it !he end of !he
Idv_ CIhiM.

CONCERN
'AM his en 1lIt. . . . history of UII In !hl food proclUiiQ 1nduItrv. food packaging
end municipal drinking WIler end _
fecilities. i
fIoca"-"t. The anionic: form is rlQUired in this Itindird _ _ !he \lSI of cItion PAM

1nduItrv. off shorl oiI~.

PAM rstionIII. page • 1

Jenuary 19. 1995

which can accumulat. in fish gills. Both forms of PAM Ir. commonly IVIUablt Ind m.t
FDA Ind EPA rlQUirernenu for specified

usa.

n.••• vlrious unraolvld QUestions u

to raourc. irn~c:u of PAM INttNI thIt IIava
willi Wilwlt.. AopIic;alions only during theldvIflC. p/IaH rlSUlted in minimum runoff of
PAM. UntIl raoUfCl iIIueI If. raolved. known technology IhouId iii UIId to minimize
PAM movll1llnt off field u much u is prKticaI.

PoaibIt .tf1Ctl offIitI en the various IIPIC1S of the WIt. . ........ and pltm fIIOUfC8I
IIIId to be ......Id end evtIuItld u lIIOfoprilt. befor. this interim ItIndIIcI bIcomu •
IIItioneI sttndIrd. The.tf1Ctl of PAM on IQUltic "-bitIt end WI• ..ays nMIII to be bI\:IIi'
undIIllOOd willi the help of outIidI IGency IQUItic bioIogisli U penners in this -"on.
ThIN IffICtl IhouId not be judged U 1ICIIfItI1ff1Ctl. but U I ~ to the - " _
of 50 IIIftI MdimIftt DW Ief. DW .,.., tntIring into strums end wlra bodIu. CIII ,Ing willi
It nutriema. l)elticidls. end orgenics. Intuitively this pr8C1ice nMdI to be utlblllhld. but
01hIr specllIiIU MId to becom. filly , _ . of the prec:tiCi to aMl1N fulllIt acCllltance

and us. of it.

Referenc.. : CDpia 01 'M !GIowing r w I _ .,. on liM If ::.. WNTC.
PoIyac:rylwnid. (PAM). A new WIlPOn in the Fight iogeinst IrrigItIon InducId Erosion by R.
E. Soikl end R. D. Lena. USDA·ARS 1C!!':'.:-..rIy. 10. StItion Nou 101·94. 1994.

GuIdI to PoIyac:ry\Imidf !l='AM) IJII for Erosion Control by Tm D. SIiIbIr. UnIversity of
IdIho • Exull8ion EG.ator. UnpubIishId 1994.
FiIId RuuItI5 (Jsing I'oIytcryIemidt to MIn8ge Furrow Erosion end Inlllbilion by R. E. Sojka
and R. D. Ltn1Z. USDA·AR$ Kimberly. 10. 50' St;jtns'. Vol. 158. No. ". 10194.

Purauill WItW Column Toxicity of Po/ytcryIImidu to c.iodephi. dubII end """111".111
prom du by JeInnt ChIc:ott. AgrIcuInnI UnIt. CtnVII VIIIey Region WItW 0uI/Ity ComroI
1Iowd. CA. Unpublished DrIft 1994.
P .... iling Irrigation Furrow Erosion willi Small Appicelionl of Polymers by R. D. Lena. I.
sa-illbirg. R. E. SoikI end D. L c.mr. USDA·ARS KimbIrIy. 10. 50' Sc;jtrg Sg'1ay gf
AmIrisI .!gum'" Vol. 58. No. fl. 11/92.
lI,wrlCIioIli of PoIyec:ryllmidll with CIrtIin SoIII"MudoInMdI by MIrV ... GNIIend ...,.
In Hutng. ~ Stitt University. \JnpubIIItIId ~ 38. DIpenmem of EntrvY
COUblCt DE·AT1t-788C·30201.
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) end dIe.tftca of humic Kid on pol",. toxicity by W.
Sam .... end Ric:lllrd J. MIrtndI. An""." .!pun!I! WPCF. Vol. 13. No.8. SeptIOc:t 1991.
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Time for Yft ~ Look It Soa Conditioners, by R. E. SojU .nd R. D. Lanu, USOA·ARS
KimbIrty, ID, Soil SerGI, 119. 233-234, Vol. 158, No.4, October
1994.
Po/yKryIImide a..clWi islic:s Rellted to SOU AppliCitions by Frenk W. Blrvlllik,

5'ir"', 119. 235- 243, Vol. 158,

o. 4, october

AdIoIpdon end Dwo;plion of Pot1lMB on SoU by J. Letey,

248, Vol. 158, No. 4 , October 1994.
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Appendix C
Investigation and Analysis Report
Project Formulation

Water quality and quantity problems in and alDng the
Arkansas River have long existed. Various state and federal
agencies have collected data for many years. Local groups
recently have begun looking for possible ways to address the
p=ble~.
.
A project was ini tiated by the Bent and Prowers SCDs.
request for assistance was directed to the NRCS :ield
offices in Lamar and Las Animas.

Their

The purpose to be served by the project are agric~lt u ral
wat er management and watershed protection. This project is
be i ng formulated to improve water quality, both surface and
groundwater, reduce irrigation induced erosion t~ acceptable
levels, and more effectively conserve and use available
water supplies by improving irrigation efficiency .
There is a concern ehat the geology of this area, along with
current land use practices are adversely affecti~g the water
quality of the surface and ground water . This ccncern over
heavy metals in the irrigation drair-dges and Ark~nsas River
and it& potentially harmful effects on human hea:th, fish
and wildlife has been studied by scientists from the u.s.
Geological Survey, the u.S. Fish and Wildlife Se~i c e and
the u.S. Bureau of Reclamation.
Land use in the project area consists of rangela~d and
irrigated crop land. Most of the problems that surfaced
were on the irrigated cropland. To conduct an i ~ventory
which would be representative of the area, NRCS personnel
decided to collect data on the majority of the irrigated
operators. Farm intervi ews and investigations were used to
collect the data on a field by field basis .
The data collected consisted ot: Cropping pattern, present
irrigation systems and needs, soils, crop rotation and
inputs, irrigation efficiencies, resource condit~one,
passable measures to be considered, and the exte~t of these
measures needed to address the sponsors' concerns . The
magnitude of the needs were derived by extrapolation of the
inventoried data .
Various field scale mcdels were used to analyze the effects
of alternatives. These models include FIRI (an ~rrigation
evaluation program, developed by the Natural Resc~rce
Conservation Se ice Technical Center in Portland. Oregon);
FURCAL (a furrow irrigation evaluation program); SIRMOD (a
irrigation evalualtion program developed by Utah State
Uni versity in Logan, Utah); and FUSED (a program developed
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by the Natural Resource Conservaeion Service Technical
Center in Pore land, Oregon to quantify sediment movemene
under furrow irrigation .
Some assumptions were made for the purpose of analysis . The
Arkansas rive~ is a gaining stream . . The proj~ct watershed
is not in a sink. There is a direct link between leachi ng
and selenium concentration in the ground water. Deep
percolation occurs from the top of a field to the bottom
during irrigation (based on field data) . The rooe zone is
not allowed to be depleted below 50 percent of its holding
cap~city between irrigations.
Consumptive u~e is static
from the top of a field to the bottom when soil moisture is
maintained at 50 percent or above of a given soils holding
capacity.
A detailed water quantity and quality data collection began
for the Lower Arkansas River Basin Water Quality Study of
which this ~atershed is a part of. This study completed in
1992 along with additional data that has since been
published helped formulate the problems and needs.
Based on the needs, alternative treatments were developed.
Since the irrigated land was similar in Joils and problems,
t;,e entire watershed was used as a treatment unit. Various
levels of treatment were used as alternative plans. The
effects of each alternative related to the sponsors'
concerns were developed. Estimates of the effects of each
practice within an alternative were made. These effects
were extrapolated in the same fashion as the inventoried
needs. The overall effect of an alternative was derived
from these estimates as well as including an expected
application factor. The draft watershed plan and
environmental assessment was reviewed by state staff
specialists having responsibility for engineering, soils,
agronomy, range conservation, biology, forestry, economics,
and geology . The sponsors seleceed an alternative which is
the recommended plan.
Enviroameatal Considerations

Field inventories of the irrigated land were car ried out on
approximately 80 percent of the project area. These
inventories included a field investigation specifically
targeted at wetlands. After they were completed , an
Environmental Assessment was made for each viable
alternative . Based on these evaluations, it .was determined
that an Environmental Impact Statement was not nee ded.
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The analysis of on-farm irrigatio efficiencies was
conducted by using the computer program FIRS for the future
without and future with project condi t ions . The future wi th
and without project factor values were determined by
adjusting present condition for the estimated changes to
take place. The expected changes were determined by the
NRCS staffs at Las Animas, Lamar, La Junta, along with the
Water Resources Planning Staff. The judgement estimates
were made considering present irrigation methods and future
changes in the irrigation systems .
Irrigat ion water management will be improved by ins talling
ditch lining and underground pipe and surge valves .
Assistance to farmers will be an increased effort to install
designed irrigation systems and adjust set times and lengths
of run s uch that irrigation water will be applie~ at optimum
efficiency, thereby reduce deep percolation and runoff.
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The geologic information for the project was ob tained from
special report s .
(1) "Uranifer ous Waters of Southeastern Colorado - A
Function of Geology, Climate ...Id Land Use, 19.93."
(2) "Technical Note - Conservation Planning for Water
Quality Concerns Toxic Element - Selenium . - Water Quality
Series No. W1 , March, 1993.
(3 ) Reconnaissance Investigation of Water Qual ' ty Bottom
Sediment and Biota associated with Irrigatio Drainage in
the Middle Arkansas River Basin, Colorado and Kansas, 1988,
89. USGS Wat e r Resources Investigations Report 91-4060,
prepared i n cooperation with USFS and USBR , Oenver, CO,
1991 .
(4) Limestone-Graveya~d Creeks and Highline Breaks
Watersheds on-s i te Investigation and Trip Report - Pueblo,
Otero, Bent and Prowers Counties, Colorado, February 1995 ,
Mitchem , P.S ., PG.
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The procedure used to analyze this project was to develop a
Future -Without- Project condition from the information
gathered from the field. This was used as the basis to
compare alternatives that would meet the sponsors
objectives. Damage investigations and evaluation methods
described in the NRCS Economics Handbook Part II, were
followed to evaluate damages. The National Natersheds
Manual was also used to develop incremental analysis. It
was found that improvement of thp present onfarm irrigation
systems was a viable alternative as EPA standards for
selenium levels and sediment reduction could be met.
Enduring and management practices, including surge
irrigation systems was the only viable method to meet the
EPA and state water quality standard for selenium. This
thus became the only candidate plan that met the 4 aspects
of completeness, effectiveness, efficiency and
acceptabili ty.
Partial budgets were developed from the inventory data to
show the change in net income due to yield changes from
irrigation efficiencies and more available water, fertilizer
usage, irrigation labor cost changes that occur with the
installation of the more irrigation efficient irrigation
systems, and reduced operation and maintenance costs to on
farm ditches. Irrigation water management, nutri~nt and
pest management are very important practices in meeting EPA
standards.
A combination of practices were used for each increment for
improved surface and groundwater, ater quality and
quantity, irrigation induced ~rosion reduction that met the
test of completeness, effectiveness, efficiency and
acceptability. To determine benefits versus cost, using
incremental analysis, emphasis was placed on achieving the
greatest net return for planned actions. It was on this
basis that an alternative was selected as the National
Economic Development (NED) plan and which is the recommended
plan.
Summary of iDcr.aental analysis for evaluation units.
Av.ra~. Annual Dollars
l!
Total
Ben.fits
Kan&~..-nt

Incr..-ntal
Costs

$157,800

$157,800

$67,600

$572,300

$730,100

~. 91,400

Total •• t
Costs ben.fits

$67,600

$90,200

Practic.s2!
Kan&~..ant

$559,000 $171 , 100

" lblc1ur~

Practic.s3!
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l/Practices were amortized over a 25-year period at 7 3/4
percent. Ope~ation, maintenance, and replacement costs as
well as technical assistance and project administration
costs were included.
2/Practices included: Irrigation water management, nutrient
management, conservation tillage, pest management - these
are all non-cost shareable .
3/Practices included : Practices in footnote 2 plus ditch
lining pipelines, tailwater systems land leveling, water
control structures, seepage intercepters, and appvrtenant
structures.
Prices

CUrrent prices were used for project installation,
operation, maintenance and replacement costs. Field office
ACP, LTA and Great Plains practice costs were used where
possible and applicable. Engineering costs estimates were
developed for the enduring practices by the planning, area
and field office staffs. Cost data was also obtained from
local companies in the area. Fertilizer and other crop
inputs and costs were obtained from the local suppliers and
producer inte~iews . CUrrent normalized prices were used
for agricultur al commodities .
Period of Rvaluation

A period of 25 years was used as being the expected useful
life of the project. The interest rate for converting
benefits, replacement costs as well as federal and other
costs, to a common time base and in discontinuing future
benefits was 7 3/4t.
Civil

ai~hts

This program or activities conducted under this agreement
will be in compliance with the nondiscrimination provision
as contained in Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as amended, the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987
(Public Law 100-259), and other nondis~rimina tion statutes,
namely, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1972, and
the Age Discrimination Act of 1975. They will also be in
accordance w~th regulation of the ecretary of Agriculture
(7 CFR15 , Subpart s A & B), which provide that no person in
the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color,
national origin, age, sex, religion, marital s t atus, or
ha~dicap. be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving federal financial
assistance from the Department of Agriculture or any agency
thereof .
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Water Quality _ Water Quantity

Water quality analysis of the Arkansas River Basin area
began in the late 1930's by checking for salinity. These
water quality analysis have been continued by various groups
and agencies, as they have analysised the surface and ground
water for their special interests (chemicals - sodium,
magnesium, chloride, arsenic, lithium, strontium, iron,
nitrates, boron, sulfate's, selenium, uraniu~, etc. and
sediments). In the mid 1980's, a program to identify the
nature and extent of irrigation induced water quality
problems was started. From this program, there was an
increased concern over the potential harmful effects of the
heavy metals in irrigation drainages and the Arkansas River
t the fish, wildlife, livestock, and domestic water users .
The Colorado Department of Health has standards on most
chemicals that are in the water .
These standards are
exceeded in the Arkansas River Basin, based on analysis for
these chemical elements. Salt is an element that does not
have a standard in this portion of Colorado.
Most chemical elements that effect water quality in the
Arkansas River are found in the soil parent material of the
marine shales. These chemical elements move into solution
as irrigation water is applied . It then moves downward
toward the aquifer through deep percolation. Its' element
concentration increasing as the irrigation water moves down
through the soil profile.
Most of the irrigated acres are furrow irrigated. Water is
applied at a high rate and t he furrows are steep and have no
residue to prevent erosion of the soils. Significant
sedimentation problems exist due to hese factors.
Computer analysis using; Farm Irrigation Rating System
(FIRS), Surface Irrigation Simulation Model (SIRMOD) , and
Furrow Sediment I Erosion Program (FUSED) shows that
i mproving irrigation water management reduces leaching from
the marine shales, as well as reducing erosion.
In the use of the SIRMOD program some assumptions were made.
These assumptions include: 1. The crop to be irrigated would
be alfalfa. 2. The s oil used was "Rocky Ford", which has a
available water holding capacity of 10.2 inches .
3 . Irrigation beg1ns in March with a furrow irrigation head
of 25 gpm . 4. As water becomes short in the rlelivery canals
the irrigation furrow flQwS are reduced proportionately.
5 . When soil moisture depletion remains less than or equal
to 50t the consumptive use of the crop remains static .
6 . The consumptive use information provided by the United
States Geological Survey was adequate for use in this
ana l ysis .

11j?'
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The comparative analys i s done through SIRMOD revealed that
the soil moist'.!re deplet i on rarely exceeded sot for the
alternatives 3tudied . Deep percolation was least when a
surge irrigation system was used and greatest under the
current conditions. Changing the irrigac ion set time to
reflect the crops need reduces field water loss. In the
months of September, October, and November there is
inadequate water to irrigate the fields under current
conditions. Reducing the furrow length to 660 feet would
make it possible to achieve a more complete irrigation .
The analysis shows several things . Deep percolation of
i r rigation water can be reduced significatly without
increasing crop consumpt i ve use. Changes in water
m~nagement can reduce deep percolation, but changes in
management and met hods facilitates the greatest reduction .
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November 29, 1995

SUBJECT:
TO:

TCH-RespoDSeS for T jmesmue-Graveyard PL-S66 Project

Nyle lordre

AIricullllrll EcoDomist

Lakewood, CO

Tim Sweeney
Resourte Comervationist
Lakewood, CO
Please find artaehed tile results of a mm!lw:r of "WIler budaet" sjmu'ario'l rum for oo-field
irriptiOD system evaJualiOIlS for Limestone-Graveyard. Tbese were developed ID address
tile concerns )f tile Swe Water Conservalion Board.

cc.

lohn A. lCDIpp, AC, La 1unra
Sill Simpson, ASTC, Lakewood

UMESTONE-GRAVEYARD PL-566 PROJECT-COLORADO STATE WATER
CONSERVATION BOARD RESPONSE
We agree that a water budget for the Limestone reach of the Fort Lyon Canal would be
beneficiaL We 've considered the developme:n of a water budget on a number of ocassions.
For rwo ~ns we have elected DOt to pursue a water budget. Fint because of the comple:tity
of the Fort Lyon canal aDd lack of basic hydrologic information, we have received counsel
from te'".Jmical specialists includin& our own aDd those from the Department of Interior-USGS
that any analysis would result into a strictly academic exercise.
Secondly, assuming our science-based water budget data was accurate, we do DOt want to add
to the conflict surrounding the Colorado-Kansas lawsuit. As a teChnical agency, we are in full
accord with the proposed rules, -1bdIs tIIId RIfuJatioru Gopeming th, Dip,mon tIIId Use of
TribllllD? Growul lvGtlr in th, Arkarua.s RiP" 1kuin, Colorado·. Please be assured that we
appreciate the challenges that the State of Colorado is faced regarding resolution of the
Colorado-Kansas Water conflict. It is our recognition of the specific responsibilities of the
State and division engineers for determining stream depletions and authority within the scope
of the proposed rules.
Any data associated with a Water budget that could be taken and used by other entities to
calculate their own stream depletions for furtherin& IriUJIIeDt is DOt in Colorado's best imeIest
in our opinion. We feel that it would imerfe:e with the efforts of the State engineer, boch
technically, and in neaotiating the non scitnct-bastd values of "presumptive stream
depletions" berween the Colorado "out-of-priority depletions" (well-users) and the Colorado
senior surface water
holders. We are particularly sensitive to this issue at this time; IS
you should be well aware, the proposed rules are being considered by the water court.
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To address your coocems we have included an irription system evaluation at the field level.
This evaluation describes a typical benchmarIc system (existina condition) and seven)
alternatives with varying levels of conservation treatment. Tbe results show the effects of
these levels of treatment. We chose a syste:n using grain sorghum with the following typical
boundary conditions:
Slopes :
a) 0.015 ftlft
Furrow Flow Rates: a) 30 gpm
Field Delivery:
a) 5 cfs
Length of Run:
a) 1320 ft
Time of Sets:
a) 12.0 hours

b) 0.01 ftlft
b) 2S gpm

Climate Data Set:
Fort Lyon Canal Salinity Data Set:
Sc:lected Return Flow Drain Salinity Data Sc:t:

a) 7l-yr running record-Lamar (C04770)
a) USGS, 1965-1974
a) SCS, 1983-1985

The irrigation evaluation was performed using standard Saint-Venant (Conservation of Mass
and Momemum) numerical solutions including kinematic wave. zero inertia. and
bydrodynamic approaches to fimow flow . £\'apottanspiration was calculated using the
Modified Blaney-Criddle method wbich includes corrections for elevation.
Figure 1 !'Ummarizes the crop evapottanspintion, average precipitation. and seasonal effective
rainfall. The seasonal effective rainfall was calculated for three probabilities representing wet,
normal. and dry ye:us.
Since there's a concern regarding additiollOll consumptive use within the Arkansas basin, the
alternatives were developed where the fie ld water syoolv and crop consumptive use
were

ern
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kep! cpnsJlD!. This adheres !o the priDciple that for conservation planning effons the step-wise
line:lr model is used, wbcre a crop's ET remains at or De3%" maximum over a liven ranae of
soil moisture depletion (water aVailability) as iIlustrared in Figure 1. Any water 'savings' are
allowed to pass by the field.
TIle Kostiakov-l.ewis fuDction was chosen to describe soil water inIlltration. For review the
function is described as follows:
.

z. ua + Fot
wbere Z is the cumulati~ iDtiltration at time, t, Ie and a are constants, and Fo is the basic
intake rate . Taking the first derivative, the equation becomes:.

tllJdt- i-

aua- l + Fo

wbere i is the soil infiltration rate.
Since !be application of SWl': irription II'Cbniques is a p~sed conservation practice, the
fumlw intake was calcn ll l• .j using the !leIdy-swe (basIC) intake rates for both surae
(intermittent furrow wettiDs> and continuous now as illustrated in FirJre 3.

The vadose zone salt disnibutions were estim1ted using volume weiabted linear crop warer
uptake functions. TIle :l:lationsbip between specific coDdul:tance (eIcctricaI conductivity, EC)
and salt coucentmion IS DOt constant wiIhiD the Arbnsl! River basin. TIle re1aIion is
dependent upon Jmlape position IIId river flow. Fiaure 4 sbows the electrical

:=t:'~~~,:::t~~~=:a~:~ectsl!~T:::~
-Graveyard
rmae from 2.5

Project

selected :'ripolon mum flow drains wiIhiD the·
to 3.5 tiL.. .'Ie salt IOId of the WIler supply.

The salt coucentradon of irription WIler applied lD a field does DOt cbante as it moves
tbrouJh the furrow. Thetefore, lIlY dqradadon of warer quality occurs Crom dill:blcaDIl
-=epqe and soil profile vadose zone \nc:binl (deep percoladon). Adhe:in& to the coaservation
of mass and 1DOIDeDIUID. low salt COlx:eDDwns of the drainqe walaS at the boaoIU of the
root zone indicate ~ Jerbinl (deep percoladon); dw is the soils are beq conrimllUY
wbed resulting in hip salt concemruions in the irripdon retUl'D now draim. Conversely.
bip salt concemrations of the soil WIler 11 the boaom of the root zone show less deep
percolation oc:curring. This resullS in lower salt colx:eDDations in the irripdon retUl'D flow
drains. The aoaJ, then is lD develop aIlemaIives dw decrease deep percolation resultina in a
bip. but crop lDlmm salt COix:eiIDaDon in the root zone. ADotb£r way lD ylsullize the
physics of the sySICIII is as the JerbiOl friction iDctases. the sal! CODCe:1tlation of the soil
warer (drainage waser) 11 die boaom of the root zone decreases. and conversely. as die
Jerhinl fraction decreases. die sal! concentration of die soil warer 11 die boaom increases.

A lIencbmaric condition and six(6) altemative (desired future condition) Je':els of trearmenr
within tbree(3) groups were evaIuaIed:
BenchmarIc Condition (BMRK)-

Field bas a slope of 0.015 ftlfl and a fumlw now rate of 30 JPDl. ~vemy-f0ur(74)
rows are irriped per set. TIle water ~Iocity in the fumlws is 0.90 ftj sec which
exceeds !be critiaI ¥e.locity of 0.8 ftlsec and erosion is t'CCUr"I"ing a! !be top of !be field.
Completing die field irription ~ 3.5 days (84 boun).

I~

1.

AlIcmative Group 1 (DFC-l. DFC-2)A surge system is installed on field and managed at two levels of farmer management.
All other variables are the same as the beochmarlc.
Alternative Group 2 (DFC-3. DFC-4)-

In addition to the two levels of farmer ttWIlIgeIDCm of the surge system. the field is
IIIId leveled (0.01 fIIft) IDd the funow flow me is dccre:Ised to 2.5 IPID by inI:reas~
the number of rows per set from 74 to 89 rows per set. The rcsuIting water velocity m
the furrow is rec'uced to an ICCCPQble me (0.74 I'c/scc) so dill funow erosion is iIOf
occurring II the lOp cud of the ficId. The time to irrigate this field is rec'uced from 3.S
days (84 hours) to 2.9 days (70 hours).
Alternative Group 3 (DFC-S. DFC-6)Same conditions IS DFC-3 IDd DFC-4 c.~ a deficit irription stmeJY is employed.
The net application me is set II about 82 percent of the required. This DIIJIIFIIlCDI
SCCDIrio also would repRXm the condition wbere water uptake is restricted to
sbaIlower soU depths.

FiJure S summarizes the results of the evaluation. Tbcte are sevcnl ~nses of the
evaluation dill are DOte worthy . First, it sbould be DOted dill irription efficiency mn.ins
uearly COIlStlllt. Secondly, there is I sbift ill die panitiODiDa of die iDefficiency. Tbcte is I
reduction in die deep percolation which is sbifted to ficId nmoff which JOCS back inIo
warershed system. tIie result is I cIecrase in the risk of CODQmjnatiQD from soluable salts,
soluable heavy mculs IDd DiIrara.
Thirdly. IS die deep percolation is decreased IarJer amounts of salts are bema kept in die soil
profile II plaDned 1evcls dill do DOl CEeed die crop tolerance. Tbctefore, the quality of die
drain water has die poIeIIIiaI of beina JDIDIICd appropriately.
Fourth, die furrow watcr velocities are chanaed to address die soil erosion/off field sediment

c:oucem.

The salt concemration of die soil watcr II the bottom of die root zone in DFC-2 is probably
lower than predicted, IS sbown. ...."se of biJh levels of bicarbotllle. calcium, IDd suJfaIE
IDd low levels of carboaate, prccipilation of JYPSUDl is expected to occur. Witbo\u daIa
rcprdm, die partial pressure of COz in die system die precipitation of the calcium IDd suJfaIE
IS I)'psum would be difficult to dca:nnine.
The time savinp of 14 hours allows more timely water application to otber fields resulrinI in
yield improvement poIeIIIiaI, particularty II critical reproductive crop JCOwth stqeS.
R.cprdina die issue of heavy mculs IDd ocber conllmmanrs, die poccutial risk of niIra~.
selenium IDd uranium IS cont2milllm from irription return flows is wcll documcmed:

Mueller, D.K., L.R. DeWeese. A.I. Gamer. IDd T.B. SptUl1. 1991. RecOlflll1isstznct
Im·wiganon of Water Quality. bom Sediment. and Biora Associated W"uh Irrigation
Drainage in rhe Middle Arkansas River Basin. Colorado and Kmuas. 1988-89. WRlR. 914060. USGS. Denver. Colol'lldo.

ZieliDst.i, R.A., S. Asber-BoliDder, IIIIl A.L. Meier. 1995. Uranife:ous wum of the
Arbnsu River valley, Colorado, U.S.A. : I fuuction of aeolOlY IIIIlLmd use. Applied
Geochemisrry 10:133-134.
Seiler, R.L. 1995. Prediction of IRIS wbere dninaae may iDduce selenium
conramiNrion of WIler. 1. Environ. Qual. 24:973-979.
.

Johnson, C.A., R.A. Zielinski, IIIIl S. Asber-BoliDder. 1995. Nurogen 1s0r0pa ill
N1zrau from SwftJce WGrD' I11Id SIIIIIlow GnNndwaur az SizmiU CrteJc. Solllhetuum
Colorado. OR 95-536, USGS. Denver, Colorado.
'
AJrbn"p Ibere hasn't been any reponed bioca dra:ts of selenium or annium. die CltiRinIIIIIl
peer'" i·1 resource problems CD be adcb:aICd dIrouJh I wIImhed project weR jc!emjfied
tbrouJh die formal scopina process. '!be ICOpiua process involved die mkebnlden, wbich, in
die case of LimesIOiie-GraWYUd.. inrbvled die participation of die StIle Wiler Conservation
Board. Heavy mmls, specilicany P1mjum and utmium. weR jc!emficd U I poccmiaI
resource problem !bat needed 'nrnriDD. We r= !bat conservuion In'armenr levels !bat
address ocber iJription issues will atfecl die fIIIure risk of these ocber comamimnn. In die
cue of uranium, USGS bas sbown I direct proportional relation benleen saliDily IIId unmum.
Tbe JOIl. U is with die soluable salls. is CD tecp die heavy mmls in die root zone. ramer tben
UUISpOn:ina diem wid1 excessive deep percolation.
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